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1:\3STRACT
The purpose of this study was to develop a curriculum for the training of
literacy teachers using a needs-based approach.
Over lS million adults are illiterate in South Africa and this could seriously
hamper the neK' nations's reconstruction and development if not tackled
effectively. To date the focus in the field has .been the development of a
na1;ional examination and curricula for learners. Howeverlir.tle is beillg done
to prepare che teachers whowill have to take learners through the ne« system.
I~ has therefore been the focus of this research project to establish the
needs of these teachers and providers and thereafter to develop a tr~ining
course that would address their needs.
This study was conducted over a period of 3 years starting in 1992. The
curriculum develcpml;;:••~ project was situated in a progressivE: lit.eracy NGOin
Johan"esburg, in times of great change at organisational and national levels.
In aadition to carrying out a needs im,entory 8.Jld translating it into a
curriculum for literacy teachers this research examined the participative
process involved in developing the curriculum. A curriculum committee made
up of literacy teachers and project ao-ordinecore "la.':1formed. The curriculum
committee was responsible for the design of the research, as we.ll as for
aonduotxinq a survey of the needs of randomly selected teachers I learners and
organisations I and for interpreting and translating these needs into a
curriculum for literacy teachers.
:"'heneeds inventory revealed that learners wanted more direction in tzh.ei.z:
learning, guided by a professional and competent teacher. Teachers' needs
focused on improvement and. upgrading oE their skills and with greater
recognit~on of and remuneration of their work. Organisational needs qlso
centred around the demandfor more professional and competent teachers.
The research revealed that a cur.riculum for literacy teachers should be based
on a progressive methodology with the capacity to produce flexible, creative,
self-sufficient, rel.iunt: and democratic teachers who w.ill be able to use a
core curriculum, and adapt it to local needs.
This research project further revealed that; the use of the participative
research methodology in developing a ourr.icul.um for literacy t.eachers I
although rich in the production of information, is not. ideal because it is
time consuming, inflexible and often not actionable.
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CHAPTER ONE
;NTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Illiteracy is a global problem which is here to stay unless a
concerted effort is made to eradicate it. Estimates put the
number of illiterate people around the world at about. 882 million
(Hutton 1992) - most from the so-called develo~ing or third world
countries.
The scope of the problem in South Africa is unclear, with
statistics on the number of illiterate people in the country
ranging from nine million to 15 million. French (1992), hcwevez,
state.s that 45 percent of the black adult population is
illiterate, with a further 25 percent considered semi- or
functionally illiterate.
•
Literacy agencies itl South Africa echo the dilemmas faced by
literacv providers internationally. A lack of funds, no clear
organisational structures, a relative absence of relevant
material, and a shortage of trained personnel are just a few of
the difficulties.
A central concer-n for those involved in .the field of literacy
provision is the lack of trained teache~·s. The success of a
Ii teracy programme is dependant on w(,,\lltrained teachers (ouane
et al 1990), but it is often ~he case that the people involved
in literacy teaching are not qualified or equipped to teach
f~ ,
i
(,
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literacy to ad1.l1.t~.
When this research was started in mid 1992, work in the literacy
field in South Africa was focused primarily on developing learner
curricula, with th!e training of teachers and the deve r opmer ..t of
a teacher training curri-:::ula being relatively neglected. Afte·~
February 1990, 't>lith the prospect of a democratic election in
sigl.Lt, practitioners in the field of adult basic aduca't i.on began
turning their attention to policy development. The process of
developing a national curriculum framevlOrkwas started in 1993
by the COSATUParticipatory Research Project (PRP), and a
competency or out.comes+based framework for the Adult Basic
Education and Training (ABE'l;) was proposed. This model
emphasises ten generic competencies (see Appendix 1 for the
outline of the competencies) and is a departure from previous
approaches to ABEwhich tended to prioritise skills and knowledge
in the areas of literacy r english language and numeracy (ELP
Discussion Document1994). This new framework will be discussed
in detail in the final chapter of this report.
Even in 1995 work in the ABETfield is focusel mainly on the
development of a national examination for lear'nars by the
Independent Examination Board (lEB). Although the d.evelopment
of work around learner curricula and examinations is growing
rapidly there is very little being done to prepare the teachers
who will have to take learners through the new ABETsystem. The
process of developing a teacher training curriculum within the
context of a non-government organisation (NGO)will therefore be
;) \)
,~
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the focus of this research.
Even with the formal abolition of apartheid, the advent of the
'new South Africa I and the increased attention given to educat.ion
and training by member-s of the public 81 d private sector,
literacy NGOs will have to ensure that adult learners and their
teachers are not forgotten and that the inequalities of the past
are redressed. Furthermore literacy NGOs'will continue to play
an important :t:01ein promoting the development of literacy in
South Africa by supporting trends that encourage shared working
relationships between NGOs, the state and the private sector.
HISTORY OF TELL
The establishment of TELL, (Training in English Language and
Literacy) a Iiteracy teacher training organisation based in
Johannesburg, was the outcome of a merger between tre
Johannesburg branch of USWE (Using Spoken and Written English)
and the English department of Learn and Teach. Both Learn ard
Teach and USWE have had a long history steeped in the alternative
education movement of the 1980s. USWE was established in 1981
mainly in response to volunteer literacy teachers« requests for
help with their teaching. Most of these volunteers taught at
churches in Johannesburg's white suburbs litocircumvent the law
forbidding classE--sfor 'other races' to be held in 'white I areas II
(USWE Annual Report, 1990-91). By 1986 the Cape Town branch of
USWE was established and five years J ater the Johannesburg branch
of USWE merged with the English department of Learn and Teach and
became TELL.
4Learn and Teach was established in 1974 in response to the vast
need for adult literacy in the country. It specialised in
organising English and vernacular literacy groups. The area of
work covered by Learn and Teach included the training of literacy
teachers, the organising and establjshing of literacy projects
in rural areas and the production ot ..iteracy learning mater::als.
More recently the work of Learn and Tedch has expanded to include
(.1
the training of trainE"rs (IJear~ id Teach Annual Report, 1990/1).
The ra·tionale for the formation of TELLin 1991 was an attempt
by literacy NGOs,particularly those in the southern Transvaal
region of the National Literacy Cooperation (NLC), to re-assess
their role and to locate themselves within th:; chc.nging political
context. According to the NLCmission statement
The NLCis an independent network of progressive projects
and non-gcvernment organisations working in the ar.ea of
literacy and adult basic education v!hich aims to:
*provide quality adult basic educat.Lon to adults who
missed out: on basic education;
*encourage institutions to do literacy and adult basic
education;
*act as an advisory body to all those concerned with
illiteracy in South Africa.
During the early 1990's it was decided that each organisation in
the NLCwould special ise in a particular area, based on the
organisation's strengths, resources, expertise and experience.
TELL's focus would be in the field of teach~r training.
LITERACY NGOs IN SOUTH AFRICA
until a few years ago most Sou·th African literacy organisations
promoted a loose, learner-centred, participatory approach to
literacy teaching, with unstructured cour?es relying heavily on
5the Freir ian concepts of conscientization and dialogue. This
placed a heavy burden on the teacher and the organisation
providing literacy education as it did not succeed in preparing
competent, confident professionals. Teachers often became too
dependent on the material:.> and approaches promoted by their
organisations and were unable to adapt the material or approach
when necessary. It seems that organisations in their quest to
\ empower' learners often forgot 'that the teachers thernsel ves were
not empowered. The education that manyof the teachers received
was inadequate and what happens in this scenario is that teachers
revert back to what they know best and feel most comfortable
with, in this case an autf .r Lt.az Lan, top down approach to
\J
~.,
tea-..:n.ing.
Recently the trend in the private sector has been to move towards
a more structure~ approach to training in an attempt to
compensate for the inadequate educational background of many
teachers. This runs the risk of teachers becoming dependent on
menu·-driven and prescriptive cou.cses. In this scenario teachers
rely totally on manuals or work-books and ther~ is little room
for creativity f learner-centredness, or to address the
situational and immediate needs of the learners.
At the end of the day, the move toward a more structured approach
to teaching literacy has not produced better teachers, but
instead has created teachers who are more dependent on materials
which ne5.ther they nor their learners have had a hand in
developing. 'I'hese teachers are not confident, s(;lf-:celiant,
6creative nor flexible I in other wcr'ds these are not exnpowe,red
teachers. FUrth-armorewith the development of the newcurriculum
framework at national level greater demandswill be placed on
teachers. Teachers' own knowLedqe and competencies will have to
be developed to an extent where t.hey will be able to teach ,;dthin
the new outcomes or competency-based framewor]{. This will mean
that
tra"nees (teachers) will need to orientate themselves
within the outcomes-based educational appr-oachand develop
a broad understanding of the educational 10als as well as
more specific "outcomes" of the learner curriculum. This
implies both theoretical and practical training processes
and would 'involve a theoretical understanding of the need
to develop each particular competency, the ability to
identify competencies in existing tasks and to devise
practical ways of developing the competencl.es in learners.
(USWE/Pentechdiscussion document, 1994)
!t'or many literar..:y t.eaohez training organisations the new
framework requires a complete shift in approach because most of
their training is focused around a particular content area.
outcomes-based education differs from traditional
appr-oaches in its paradigm shift from content based
learning to creative problem solving, from r ,:':e learning to
learning how to learn, from memorising facts to finding
information and developing reading strategies.
(USWE/Pentechdiscussions document, 1994)
TELL's TRAINING
TELL's training is not cont.errt+based or materials bound. Rather,
it deals with problem solving and encourages teachers to address
the neecls of the learners. The shift to an outcomes-based
framework will not. fundamentally alter the way in which TELL
conceptualises its tr.aining. In fact this framework will help
>et boundaries and will offer teachers, learners as well as TELL
trainers guidelines to work t.owards. At the same time it lhrill
7be more demanding of teachers. TELLvisualises the newframework.
as a journey with a clear destination and signposts along th(~
way.
This however does not mean that TELLas an organisation accept.s
the new curriculum framework uncritically. As an organisation
we are Gtill in the process of engaging with the new concept.s ,
and encouraging our t~?3.chersto do likewise. Suffice to Si!4Y at
this stage, problems have developed around the areas of language,
ABETlevels, content, the J..ole of the Independent Examination
Board and most important for TELL,the demandfor highly sJtilled
teachers. In terms of developing a training curriculum taking
into account the new framework and the notion of competencies,
one of our teachers described her position beautifully in the
following way "at this stage our understanding ()f the
competencies comes and goes".
Before the introduction of the new curriculum framework, TELL
offered a generic training course which aimed at providing
trainees with the necessary skills to be competent prac.ti tioners,
It could ue said that TELLhad no clearly defined theoretical
approach to the training of li tera,.:::yt.eachezs I beyond what could
be described as a combination of learner-centred and
participatory approaches to teaching literacy.
Adhering to learner-centred, particip~~ive principles was not
without problems for TELL. The majority of the teachers who
attended the TELL training course were volunteers who had
8inadequate formal educatii.on and were second language English
speakers. Often teachers were not confident about the content
of their lessons. The training course introduced a number of
methodologies without going into sUfficient depth, often due to
time constraints. As has been mentioned before a consequence of
insufficient or inappropriate training was that teachers tended
to revert back to their past experience and adopted an
authoritarian approach to teaching literacy.
A needs-based appr-oach to adult education has always been
important to TELL. TELL was also aware thut needs continuously
change and that they need to be constantly assessed. It became
clear that a major needs assessment was necessary because:
* the kind of teacher emuloyed by TELL was changing frt;·JI
a fairly well educated, volunteer tealcher to less
educated, paid teachers;
* new learner curricula being developed demanded
teachers who could te~ch using a variety of materials
rather than one prescribed approachj
* increasing demands for teachers to teach larger groups
and to be more accountable.
A year after its formation TELL found itself in a pos Lt.Lon to re-
examine its teacher training course and to address some of the
problems outlinen above. A need to develop a teacher training
course that would maintain a balance between a structured and
unstructured course Which did not fall into the trap of adopting
a purely functionaJ.ist approach was identified. 'rhe cur+Lcu l.um
HII,\'; Ii
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inadequate formal education and were second language English
speaJcers. Often t.eacher-s were not confident about the content.
of their lessons. Th,=training course introduced a number of
methodologies 'Vlith.outl;)'oin9into sUfficient depth, often due to
time constraints. As has been mentioned before a consequence of
insufficient or Lnappr'opz-Latie training was that teachers tended
* the kind of te:ache:r.employedby TELLwas changing from
to rev1ert back to their past experience and adopted an
authoritarian approach to teaching literacy.
A needs-based approach to adult education has always been
import.ant to TELL. TELL·':1S also aware that needs continuously
chanqe and that they need to be constantly assessed. It cecame
clear that a major needs assessment was necessary because:
a fairly weJ.l educated, vclunt.ee.r teacher to less
educated, pa:i.d"tealchersi
* new learner curricula being developed demanded
teachers whocould teach using a variety of materials
rather than one pr-asoz i.bed appz-oachj
* increasing demandsfor teachers to teach larger groups
and to be more accountable.
A year after its formation TELLfound itself in a position to re-
examine its teacher training course and to address some of the
course that would maintain a balance between a structured and
problems outlined above. A need to develop a teachel::' t.zaLn.i.nq
unstructured course which did not fall into the trap of adopting
a purely functionalist approach was identified. The cur-rLcutum
9should ultimately produce teachers that ~re flexibll.e, self-
sufficient, reliable, creative and democratic. 'l'h;.e teacher
should also be able to identify and use ·teaching and learning
('at'd:ials as well as adapt them to local needs if and when
ne.::essary. Exploring the process of assessing as well as
undf:'rstanding the needs of the various stakeholders and
translating '~he~L needs into a curz-LcuIua fer the: training of
literacy teachers has been the focus of this research.
This research report aims to clarify TELL's theoretica 1 approach
to literacy teaching taking into account the new .A.BETrraraework,
Ij!ploring as well as understanding the process of reaching a
sound theoretical perspective for developing a curriculum as well
as carrying out a needs assessment has been a major focus of this
research.
Whilst the research fccuaed on achieving the above ai.m, the
organisational context and the wider ABETenvironment has changed
considerably since the inception of the research. As has been
mentioned above discussions around a new ABETframework started
in 1993 and in 1995 are in the process of becoming entrenched in
national policy. This development has considerably affected the
research., Three quarters of the way through the process of
developing the teacher training course, an organisational
decision was made to contextualise the training within the new
framework. This research should thus be read bearing in mind a
constantly changing policy context at organisational and national
levels.
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RESEARCH AIM
The aim of this research is to develop a curriculum for the
training of literacy teachers, using a needs-based approach.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. To carry out a needs inventory for. teaching literacy
teachers. This would include an assessment of the
needs of teachers, learners, literacy organisations
and communitybased organisations.
2. To translate a nee.ds inventory Lnt;o a curriculum for
literacy teachEars.
3• To examine the participative process involved in
compiling a needs inventory and "in translating it into
a curriculum for training literacy t.eacher-s.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEJ!U<CH
Although the ABET corrt.ext;as well as the political context in
South Africa has changedconsiderably since the Lncept.i.on of the
research the outcomeof this research has proved to be valuable
to TELL as well as other organisations within the NLC. To date
most work in the litEaracy field has focused around the
development of a learner curriculum while the training of
literacy teachers has beeri neglected. f s this research focuses
specifically on the training of literacy· teachers there is no
doubt that the finding's will be valued by many literacy
11
organisations in South Africa and elsewhet"e. Furthermore the
curriculum that has been developed is not course/materials bound
but rather tri.es to train teachers to develop the generic
competencies identified within the newnational framework.
OUTLINE OF THE REPORT
This research report is divided into five chapters. '1'11echapter
following this introduction will review the available literature
focusing particularly on teacher training Hithin a non-formal
context, curricu.lum development and needs assessment.
r
f
I
Chapter three will discuss the research design and metihod and
will mot.ivate the use of the participatory research method.
Chapter four will report on the findings. These will be
discussed in chapter five.
12
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIE\N
The previous chapter explained the focus of the research and the
context in which the research was carried out. This chapter lilill
review literature in 'the folloTtlingareas:
1..
I
I
l 2.
r 3.
f
r
Training literacy teachers in a non-formal education
environment, focusing on issu£s in the South African
context..
Needs assessment.
Curriculum development (focusing on curricular models
and processes in adult education).
TRAINING l'EACH1llRS IN A NON-FORMAL EDUCATION ENVIRONME~TT.
Many obse1.'vers of thE) ABET field {(French (1991) I Aitcheson
(1992), Motala (1.992) and Ouane(1990)} in South Africa and
elsewhere emphasise that the training of literacy teachers is a
neglected field. Within most programmes the training of literacy
teachers has been ad hoc, often unsystematic and "on the job".
Research in this area is sparse and literature concerning
curriculum development for literacy teachers is almost non-
existent.
South African literacy organisations involved in teacher training
can learn much from the worl( taking place around the world but I
according to Motala (1992: 4) three important points hav~ to be
made about the international experience~
13
*conditions within a country have a major influence on the
success of a literacy campaign as well as the training of
the teachers;
*there appears to be little consensus on the theoretical
underpinnings of the training of literacy workers; and
*the training of personnel in adult.education should not be
regarded as neutral.
The training of adult educators is affected by various factors
which can be divided into two broad categories. The first would
be seen as
contextual issues such as training models or approaches,
objective conditions in a country (for example ekisting
levels of literacy), the role of the state and NGOsi and
the second category would cover issues that affect the
training process o.irectly such as, the content and length
of training, training modalities" pedagogical practice and
recruitment and selection of educators. (Motala, 1992: 2)
The way in Which these two sets of categories affect each other
has a major impact on training of literacy teachers. Furthermore
the training of Li.cer aoy teachers has to be contextualised within
the approach that is taken.
Lyster (1992) has classified literacy work into the following
three categories:
iJ the missionary approach (literacy for salvation; the
main emphasis here is on literacy as a state of
grace);
o the functional approach (literacy for modernisation
and development - literacy as adaptation)
o the radical approach (literacy for empowarment;
14
literacy as power)
These approaches are not exclusive of e-achother but rather have
influenced each other in various ways . None of them have
developed or existed in a vacuum and each should be sqen in a
particular historical f soc:i.aland economic context. Accclrding
to Lyster (1992: 29) each approach has its own complex and ,often
contradictory history and no one approach has remained stat Lo but
rather each has responded to various forces and pressures.
Literacy is seldom seen as an end in itself but instead is used
as a tool to achieve other goals.
Following from this it is important that literacy organisations
have a clear understanding of the approach they subscribe t.o,
It could be said that for some time TELL leaned more towards the
radical approach while incorporating aspects of the functional
literacy approach. However, the teachers who attend the TE:LL
training course come from varied backgrounds and would therefore
come to TELL's training couz-sewith their own concept of literacy
depending on their own theoretical position.
One of the aims therefore of the TELL training course is to
ensure that teachers leave the training course with a broader
outlook on literacy teaching. Teachers should feel more
empowered and able to pass on this sense of empowerment to their
learners. This is the context in which TELL as a literacy
teacher training organisation has operated.
15
At the Fourth UNESCOconference held in' paris in 1985 it 'VIas
decided that action needed to be taker) on the issue of training I
that tTained teachers were better than untrained ones and that
the future of adult education is dependent on this training.
(Boshier, 1985: 3)
Boshler (1985~ 9) like Oumane (1990) is of the opinion that
'1
there has been a continuing preoccupation with training of
adult educators but exhortations, statements of need and
even benevolently inspired attempts to mount training
programs, 'often founder because of a reluctance to build
theory.
I
~ With this in mind Boshier has developed a model that classifies
roles and functions of adul t educators which he claims is
important and has universal variables.
Boshier's model identifies the outcomes wanted within a
partic.ular pz'oqramme, th~ role occupied by an individual l1ithin
the field and whether the adult educator's involvement in the
field is a primary or secondaryprofessional concern as the three
major determinants of any adult education programme. These three
variables are important in determining the content and process
invol ved in training and are located in the socio-economic
context within which the training occurs.
The model put forward by Boshier would serve to identify the
content as well as the process which adult educators allover the
world can use.
The intent of the model is not to diminish the extent to
which socio-cul tural factors shape training content and
processes. It merely provides a framework within 't"Jhichto
I
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consider issues that impinge upon the training of those in
different parts of the field who occupy different roles.
(Boshier, 1985: 9)
Boshier (1985) goes on to discuss each of the three variables in
depth. P<ais of the opinion that the outcome wanted would "arise
from broad sets of societal expectations that create a need for
adult education" (Boshier, 1985: 12). He outlines four major
orientations that adult education can provide:
*social integration concerned with acculturation
*social responsibility concerned with citizenship
*social change concerned with transformation
*technical competence concerned with skills
The extent to which one or more· outcomes is seen as
important depends upon one's views about the nature of an
ideal society, the extent to which adult education is
perceived to be an instrument for securing it, and socio-
economic, cultural or historical circumstances that impel
or inhibit ·theresponsiveness of the movement in particular
countries~ (Boshier, 1985: 13)
The broadening definition of adult education and the unclear
distinction between formal and non-formal education have clearly
led to complications in determining outcomes wanted. It would
seem that in terms of the outcomes wanted identified by Boshier
(1985: 12) TELL, prior to the installation of a democratic
government in south Africa would be most likely to associate
itself with adult education Which emphasises social change
through transformation followed by technical competence concerned
with acquiring skills (functional literacy). However, as has
been mentioned before TELL does not adhere strictly to a anyone
particular theoretical base. Prior to the installation of the
government of national unity TELL was in opposition to the status
quo and actively encouraged participation in -thetransformation
17
of society as it existed then. Howevel', after the democratic
elections TELLfound itself no longer in a posLt.Lon of opposit'i.on
but; one of co-operation and suppor-t, for the new government.
'I'here is belief that, to an e~. t political transformation has
occurred, although ecorto.>nicand social transformation are in the
process of transition. Although we have had a change in
governnent we still need to transform our society from an unjust
and unequal one to one that is more equitab~e and just. TELL
still believes that adult education should emphasise social
change through transformation becauGe in south Africa it is only
f.OW, that the hard work. of tran.;forming society has b:i:gun.
Furthermore, TELLbelieves that adult education is also concerned
with developing skills and this is particularly important for
South Africa at this point in ite history.
The extent to which adult education is a primary or secondary
professional concer-n has been a bone of contention. The primacy
of role has serious implications regarding training. "Fewof the
'primary concern' and virtually none of the 'secondary concern'
teachers are formally trained adult educators, though many may
be qualified school teachers" (Boshier, 1985: 13). This applies
to an organisation like TELlJ in which the teaching of literacy
can very well be classi.fied into these two broad categories.
When TELLwas formed many of the teachers that came from USWE
were involved in literacy on a voluntary basis thus making their
involvement a secondary concern. Recently, however, the trend
seems to be changing in tha\~I there is an increasing number of
people becoming Lnvc Ived in adult litel~'.cy teaching as a primary
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concern. One of the malinreasons for this is the increasing rate
of unemployment forcing people to look for alternative ways of
earning money. Many literacy organisations and community based
organisations (CBOs) are beginning to see a need to pay literacy
teachers and provide career paths for them, thus transforming
their activity from a secondary concern into a primary one.
This shift has serious implications for an organisation like
TELL. If people are to become involvea in teaching literacy on
a full-time basis while being paid for it, the importance of
proper training cannot be over emphasised. Many literacy
organisations are beginning to see the advantage of investing in
t"-ainingI developing set,ting upstructures,proper
accountability procedures and developing a career path for
teachers.
The three variables outlined in Boshier's (1985) paper have
definite effects on training content and training processes.
The primacy of concern has the greatest impact on training
processes whereas the outcomes wanted and roles occupi.ed have the
greatest impact on the content. According to Boshier (1985: 20)
the important question is
to what extent is the character (i.e. content and
processes) of training shaped by the role occupied
(planner, teacher), by the 'primacy' of his or her
professional concern, and by the outcomes sought (social
integration, social change, technical competence) in
setting where the educator works?
According to oumane , et al (1990~ 15) the framework for the
training of literacy teachers is closely linked to the conceptual
\
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fram,ework of the particular programmes concerned. These are
usually derived from national policies related to socio-poli tical
and/or economic Objectives. Programmes carried out by NGOs are
usually in opposition to the government and are generally part
of a struggle against oppression. The future role of NGOs in
South Africa is still being debated and there is no guarantee
that the new government will take their role in ABET provision
seriously. However, most NGOs would be prepared to and in some
instances are forced (because of a lack of funding) to work
closely with the new state, provided consultation takes place and
some form of autonomy is guaranteed.
Oumane et al (1990) are particularly concerned with educational
process. They believe that training should be done for maxirnllm
effectiveness, should be related to the·ro1e and function of
personnel, and should be focused on the attainment of objectives
and goals of the programme. But it should also lead to changes
in atti tude and behaviour and not only concentrate on the
development of skills. It should foster personal creativity,
continuous gr'\wth and self-directed learning.
The authors have outlined the following guiding prin::::iplesfor
training:
*active participation of trainees in all aspects
*learners' experience is important
*mutual learning takes place
*important to learn how to learn
*learn by doing
I -
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*exposure to field situations is important
*integration of theory and practice
*use varied methods and materials
*must reflect and review
*must be satisfying to trainees and meet their needs
For a training programme to be effective the importance of
planning cannot be ovar emphasised. There is a need for a
well-defined, systematic process, a well thought-out design, as
well as an implementation and evaluation procedure.
According to oumane et al (1990: 38) "develop ing a training
programme ahou Ld be viewed as, a cunri.curumdevelopment process
which may be carried out in four phases". The four phases
outlined are the:
*pre-planning phase
*planning phase
*implementation phase
*recycling phase
'rhe authors have further LderrtLfLed the following steps in
designing and i:rr.plementinga curriCUlum:
*identifying and assessin.g training needs
*setting training objectives
*determining t.raining corrt errc
*sequencing the content
*s'electing strategies, met.hods and techniques
*preparing and selecting training material
*allocating time to be devoted to different
contents/activities
*designing the evaluation process
*organising the implementation
*carrying out the training programme. (Oumane et aI, 1990:
41)
\
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The steps oubl.Lned above may seem cLear and straight forward, but
the process involved in accomplishing each step is a complicated
and long drawn out procedure. The question of needs alone is in
i tsalf a contentious issue especially in relation to TELL. Whose
needs should he addressed? Should TELL focus entirely on
learners' and teachers' needs or should the wider political
ccmmunf.try also dictate its needs? Should TELLpreach social
transformation now that we have a democratically elected
government in place or should it conform to the current political
climate? Whoshould be given priority in terms of access to
training? Should it be people who are or whohave the potential
to be l110st productive, or should areas which are traditionally
-regarded as low priority, like womenand rural populations, be
given priority? These are questions that cannct be solved merely
by deciding upon a particular model.
However, in relation to the c, ..ove limitations, Boshier's (1985)
model provides a useful framework for the training of literacy
teachers. The three important variables outlined in his model
have relevance for TELLand other literacy organisations. within
the South African context where we have. recently comethrough the
first democratic elections many literacy organisations are re-
assessing their positions. Organisations are beqLnni.nq to shift
their focus fronl being oppositional to becoming developmental.
Furtheru,ore, manyNGOIS are moving into areas of specialisation
and are concentrating on developing their organisations into more
effective and efficient structures for the provision of ABET.
This is resulting in more defined roles within o:::ganisations
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making it easier to target specific areas of training for the
different roles within an organisation. The issue of primary and
secondary concern has already been discussed but it is important
to emphasise that there is an increasing demand from literacy
teachers for payment as they often have no other form of income.
Jhis'means that for many, literacy teaching is becoming a primary
concern.
The model used by TELL to design a Iiteracy teacher training
curriculum is an ecl~ctic one situated within the new national
ABET curriculum framework for learners. The issues outlined by
Boshier (1985) are important and should be taken into account.
The process outlined by oumane et al (1990) is useful and has a
logical sequence.
* individual needs and
IIi
NEEDS ASSESSMENT
A need is often identified as a gap between what is and what
should be or a gap between cur-rent; circumstances and more
desirable circumstances. The concept of needs is wide enough to I
I
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encompass biological, emotional, spiritual, material, felt and
unfelt needs to mention just a. few. Most of these needs however
can be placed within two broad categories:
I, ..' l
* group/community needs
Often the needs of these two categories may be the same but they
could also differ. (Reddy, 1!~88)
A needs assessment is an exanfnat.Lon to determine what is
",<
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lacking, be it in an individual, a community or organisation and
the results of a needs assessment often form the basis for
requests, demands or even plans for some sort of service. In
developing a training programme the question of needs is of vital
importance. The main focus of any adult educational or training
programme is its relevance to the needs and demands of the target
group.
Training programs are usually designed to assist people to
learn to live be't.ter lives and adapt to changing
cdz-oumat.ances and environments. Therefore the success of
any program can be largely contingent upon the program
being structured in line ,,'lith the needs of the target
group and the ability of the professionals to
disct"iminately identify and define what people want, what
they think they need, and what they actually do need.
(Reddy, 1988:2)
Furthermore knowing why one should learn any given subject
is a basic purpose of assessing educational needs of
learners. (Price, 1982:25)
It is also important when developing or designing training
progcammes to constantly assess needs as they are continuously
changing.
Monette (1982) contests that the concept neeq is a fuzzy one.
1>lanywriters have w'ritten about needs. For example BergE'.ivin(in
Monette, 1982) wrote about 'felt needs', 'symptomatic needs' and
'real needs', whereas Sheasha tried to distinguish between the
IIfeeling3" labelled 'needs' and 'wants'. Although both Robbins
(in Monette, 1982) and Monette (1982) reviewed adult education
literature on needs they have come out with very different
conceptualisations. Monette (1982) distinguishes between \basic
human needs', '\fel t' and \expressed needs', \normative needs I and
'cornpn.rative needs' wher~as Robbins has identified condition,
~
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dynamics and dimension as three classes for examining and
discussing needs. (Long and Huey, 1983)
For the purpose of this literature review a brief summary of the
various conceptualisations of the term 'need' will now be
outlined using Monette's four major categories:
basic human needs;
felt and expressed needs;
normative needs and
comparative needs.
There are however two other categories which would merit mention
because of the nature of TELLis work and because it waula help
further contextualise the notion of needs:
societal needs and
organisational needs.
Basic Human Needs
Both Maslow and Knowles in (Lonf and Huey 1983) have addressed
the question of basic human needs.
Knowles categorised needs as:
physical needs;
growth needs;
need for security and
need for recognition.
Knowles is of the opinion that a knowledge of basic hUman needs
is helpful for planning of any adult education activity.
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haslow's hierarchy of needs is categorised as follows:
need for self-actualisation;
ego and esteem needs;
love needs;
safety needs; and
survival needs.
According to Maslow a higher need on this hierarchy of needs will
only emerge once the lower need on the hierarchy is satisfied.
According to Long and Huey (1983) Knowles' concept of basic human
needs wou Ld be very similar to the lower level needs in Maslow's
hierarchy of needs.
At one level TELL's involvement in literacy teaching, according
to Maslow's categorisation of needs would respond to teachers'
and learners' survival. Acco~ding to Knowles' categorisation,
f;his would satisfy physical needs. Both these needs as
;Ldentified by Knowles and Maslow can be linked to definitions of
literacy as well as to the history of illiteracy in this country.
As the majority of illiterate people in South Africa are black
the whole question of illiteracy in South Africa is a political
one. In the 19th century the ruling white government saw no
"need" for the black population to be educated and thus the
majority had to survive with little or no basic education.
However as capitalism developed so too did the need for a more
educated and skilled workforce. It became necessary for people
to have some form of basic education in order to get a job and
to survive in a more urban industrial society. Literacy thus
became a necessity, a basic human need.
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Taking into account what both Knowles and Maslowhave said about
basic human needs it is useful to identify where literacy
teachers would fit into this. Previously TELL teachers were
mostly white suburban housewi.ves and it was possible to say that
according to KnowlesI categorisationj teaching in a literacy
class would fulfil a 'growth need' and a 'need for recognition'.
According to Maslow·s hierarchy of needs these teachers would he
fulfilling an 'ego and esteem need' as well as a 'need for self-
actualization'.
Ho't<.'everecently the trend has shifted. Many of the teachers
currently being trained by TELLare unemployed t.ownshIp residents
who view teaching literacy as a job whLch could provide an
income. For them literacy teaching is a means of survival and
fulfilling basic needs. In other words many involved in literary
teaching are now involved in it to fulfil 'survival needs', in
MaslowP s terms and to fulfil 'physical needs' according to
Knowles categorisation.
Felt and Expressed Needs
The terms "felt needs", "expressed needs", "wants" or "desires"
are often used interchangeably. These terms are problematic
firstly because of the different uses of the terms in the
literature and secondly beoauae what constitutes a real need
would be limited by individual perceptions as well as an
awareness of the cho~cas available.
In order for needs to becomewotivating factors they must become
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felt and very often adults are not aware of their most
significant needs, in other words these needs can be classified
as lVunfelt" needs. Therefore when planning a programme it <:
important that programmers draw out these "unfelt" needs. If
there is a failure to do this programs would not be very
signific~nt and would serve short-term needs.
In designing a literacy teacher training course many of the needs
percei ved by course designers are not expressed by teachers
t.hemse Lves . These would include how to learn, how to take notes,
how to take minutes at a meeting etc. Often teachers are not
aware of the choices available and are therefore unable to make
informed decisions about what is appropriate or necessary for
them. A good example would be an alternative teaching style to
the authoritarian one that most teachers have had exposure to.
}tany teachers are not even aware of a learner'-centred approach
to teaching and would therefore not see becoming familiar with
it as a Ifneed".
Normative Needs
A normative need arises when 3 gap is identified between the
required/desired standard and the standard that exists. A
problem that arises here is that the standard set by different
peoDle could be conflicting. The fact that
someone is in need is not a simple empirical fact, but
rather a value judgement entailing three propositions:
namely, that someone is in a given state, that this state
is incompatible with the norms held by some group or by
society, and tha·t therefore the state of that someone
should be changedo (Monette, 1983: 159)
comparative Needs
This need is identified by a comparison of characteristics of
individuals or groups who are either in receipt of a service or
not. According to Monette (198.3) comparative needs by itself does
not adequately measure real needs.
Societal Needs
According to Kowalski (198r) a society can also express needs and
these needs are often expressed either at community, state or
national level. "societal needs are aggregate needs. As such,
they are common t.o a significant number of citizens. This may
or may not constitute a majority" (Kowalski, 1988:124).
The question of :reducing the level of illiteracy in the South
African context could most definitely be seen as need expressed
by society. 'rhe large number of illiterate people in South
Africa is significant enough for it to become a need expressed
at national level.
organisational Needs
organ.lsational needs are seen to be similar to societal needs,
tbe only difference being that these needs woul~ relate to an
instituti.on rather than a community or nation. In relation to
TELL, althQun''lreducing the nUrlber of illite~ate adults is the
primary focus, other organisational needs are also significant.
These needs would include satisfying fundars, ensuring that the
work produced by TELL remains innovative and updated, being an
important player in the field of ABET and making sure its wozk
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r ~.l)i'::; a developmental focus.
Amajor problem arises out of the procrdure for diagnosin9 needs
because often it is assumed that this procedure is neutral.
A~cording to Monette (1983: 165)
needs Ii terature often implies that diagnostic procedure is
politicall' neutral, or that it must assume the val.ues cf
the client. system, or that the so-called self-fulfilment
models are sielf-justifying. These as sumpti.ons are
challenged by Freire's contention that education is
political, that is, that education is utilised either for
individual adjustment to a given system or for the
transformation of a system to the ends of the individuals
involved.
'l'he question arises as to who is in a position to determine "real
need", to 't'lhcttextent would that person f s world view be: imposed
upon th'~ learner how can manipulation by the educator be
overcome?
Freire S1..l.g'jt!sts,as an alternative, that the educational
process begin with the felt needs of the constituency, pose
'the meaning of these needs as a 'problem, and thereby
promote dialogue between the educator and the learner to
the end of mutual liberation. (Monette, 1982: 166)
In order to try and overcome some of .:11. ";'se limitations a
participatory research methodology has been identified.
CURRICULUM
The term 'curriculum' like 'needs I does not have the same meaning
for everyone mainl1 because of the variety of definitions found
in the literature. In its broadest sense, curriculum covers the
overall processes and outcomes of education, taking into account
/? (i
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societal needs in terms of the economic, social and political
infrastructure. The cur-rLcufum , it is hoped, will produce the
t'ype of paxson a particular aoci.etry desires. Acui-r Lcul nmshould
reflect the principles, philosophies and values a society
considers important.
The confusion mentioned above surrounding the term curriculum
often stems from an inability to distinguish hetvleen curriculum
theory and curriculum development. According to Kowalski
(1988:136)
curric .~.l_umtheory includes the study of 'tvhat should be
taught clnd how teaching should occur. It focuses on what
is (d~scriptive theory) cr what; should be (prescriptive
theory). On the other hand curriculum development concerns
itself: rllith the fundamental practices of mouLoLnq a course
of study. It entails deciding what to t.each, learning
experiences, and related planning decisions. Whereas
theory involves study and reflection, development entails
doing and decision maJdng.
This rl~search is primarily cor.cer'nedvlith developing a curriculum
for literacy teachers and therefore the emphasis would be on
curriculum development as opposed to curriculum theory.
Authors such as Hooper. (1972), oumane (1990) and Lawton (1983)
are of tihe opinion that a curriculum is not developed in a vacuum
but is socially, historically and culturally determined, based
on a set of beliefs of how people learn, what people sllould be
like and what society is. Like society itself, the context of
curriculum is continually changing. Furthermore these autihors
feel that decisions about what; a curriculum is arl7. far from
neutral and that these decisions are value lad;;:mand relative.
,,,
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Likewise the curriculum developed by TELLwould of necessity be
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one which would reflect TELL's ideology ~ promote TELL's
philosophy and ,,[orld view and could therefore not claim to be
neutral.
Educational Ideologies
Walcolm Skilbeck (in Lawton, 1983) has identified three basic
educational ideologies which in turn would generate different
curriculum theories:
*classical humanism
*progressivism
*reconstructionism
.
Classical hnman i.sm is rejected by Lawton \..1.983)for educational
institutions in the 20th century mainly 1"1ecause it is not
applicable in a democratic society as it runs counter to
democratic ideals such as social justic.e and equality of
opportunity.
Progressivism or child-centred education stresses that it is more
important for a child to discover things for him/herself than it
is to get an overdose of its cultural heritage. A major
criticism of this ideology is that "its view of human nature iSI
unrealistic, partly because ic fails to relate curriculum to
society or knowledge" (Lawton, 1983; 13).
Reconstructionists believe that education should not be seen as
only benefitting individuals but should also be a benefit to
society as a whole. According to Lawton (1983i 13) "given a
'democratic' society which retains a number of undemocratic
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features, some kind of reconstructio:nist approacr. would seem to
be necessary".
In relation ~o the three basic ideologies outlined by Skilbeck
(1983) it would seem that TELL would conform to both the
reconstructionist as well as the progressivist. TELL works from
the basis that education for individuals is important but that
it should benefit socie'cy as well. Furthermore, although we in
South Africa have made the transition from an apartheid state to
a democrati.c one, there is no guarantee that we are a fully-
fledged democratic state. It is therefore necessary for
education to play a role in ensuring that democracy is
strengthened and broadened. In relation to progressivism there
is a strong tendency within TELL to encouxaqa people to discover
things for themselves. Training at present focuses largely on
encouraging teachers to discover answers for themselves through
various exercises such as discussions, role plays and simulation
exercises etc. as opposed to a lecture method. The course
corrcent;as well as process relies to a great axt.ent;on self
disc1overy. TELL has a strong humanist and radical orientation
to training in that it encourages learners to participate in
shaping their own learning and also encourages learners to be
criti<::allyaware of their environment and to challenge injustices
and inequalities that may exist around them.
curriculum orientations
Miller (1983) is also of the opinion that one 's world view will
determine what is included in a curriculum. As curriculum
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,developers come from different backgrounds and have different
orientations their input into the curricuium will be influenced
by this backqr-ound,
For Miller (1983) the curriculum orientation would determine how
teaching and learning are approached and includes both
theoretical and practical dimensions. These dimensions would
include educational aims, conception of the learner I the learning
process, the instructional process, learning environment, the
teachers's role and evaluation of the learning.
\
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Miller (1983) identifies seven orientations to curriculum
development:
*Behavioral
*Subject disciplines
*social
*Developmental
*cognitive process
*Humanistic
*Transpersonal or holistic
He is of the opinion that most curriculum developers would fit
one or more of 'these orientations.
~he orientations then interact with curriculum and
curriculum planning in a number of ways and along a number
of dimensions. It is imperative that we underst.and these
orientations I and more importantly that vie clarify our own
position on the educational spectrum. (Miller, 1983: 8)
Although TELL has not theorised much about its orientation to
curriculum, its practice would fit it in the humanistic, social
and developmental oz-Ler.tat.Lon to curriculum.
I-
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Kowalsk~ (1988) provides a clear outline of McNeil's (1981)
conception of a curriculum which is placed in one of four
categories. They are:
1..Humanistic
According to the humanists the curriculum should be
personally satisfying to the individual. This factor has
been a major influencing factor in adult education and has
manifested itself in practices which encourage adult
learners to par-tLci.pat;ein shaping their own learning.
2. Social Reconstruction
~,
The social reconstructionist stresses the importance of
society more than the Lr.di,vidual. Within the adult
education field in South Africa social reconstructionist'
influence has been confined to improving the quality of
community life and adult life within the community, and is
promoted by oY'ganisations of the poli.t.Lca L left as well as
the labour movement.
3.. Tech!. ,logy
Within this category curriculum development is viewed as a
technological process embracing certain methods which would
ultimately ensure that intended goaJs are met.
The technological app¥Qach in adult education is most
prevalent in large o.~wmisations which use education to
further institiutLona), goals. Technical approaches are
influenced by the desire for efficiency and become more
common when demands for efficiency are increased.
(Kowalski, 1988:137)
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4. Academic
Here the emphasis is on subject matter and broader fields
of study. The provision of essential knowledge and skill
is given priority regardless of individual, societal or
or.ganisational needs. This type of curriculum is more
prevalent in the formal education system.
Schubert (1986, in Kowalski, 1988) has
curricular approaches according to their aims.
categories:
3,. content or Subje(~tMatter
This category is very similar to the traditional image of
also categorised
He presents eight
a curriculum where t:beemphasis is on subjects to be taught
ignor ing Lssues such as c ::>gnit ve development, creativity
and persona.l growth. This orientation to curriculum
development would not be very compatible with adult
education, and relates more closely to Macneil's 'Academic
curriculum' .
2. Programmeof l"lanned Activities
This approach is hroader than the subject matter approach
anu includes Lscues such as instructional techniques as
well as motivational techniques. However this technique
insists on the teacher rigorously following only planned
learning activities leaving little or no room for classroom
dynamics. Clearly this approach would restrict adult
learning in that there would be little room for creativity
and it would be very inflexible.
D\\
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3. Intended Learning outcomes
He~e, a curriculum is perceived as the statement of what is
expected from a learning experience. The emphasis is upon
ends and not means (Kowalski, 1988:138). This approach to
curriculum development does not take into account
unintended outcomes of the learning experience.
In adult education, t.heze is a great.er tendency for
the students to exhibit a wide range of interests and
needs than in the education of younger persons.
Predetermined outcomes, therefore, are more likely to
be restricting. Many benefits of engaging in adult
education occur because the teacher is able to seize
upon critical incidents and to be opportunistic in
linking these incidents to learner needs and wants.
(Kowalski, 1988:138)
4. Cult~ral Reproduction
Within this approach the curriculum is a reflection of the
culture and society which is determined by either the
leadership in a state, nation or community. The values
which a particular state, nation or community hold dear are
the focal point of educati0fl. This approach to curriculum
development runs against the trend towards critical adult
education in which learners are encouraged to m:iticise and
question their own and others' value syst.ems.
S. Experience
within this approach the curriculum is not a set of
predetermined ends or fixed but is rather evolving
constantly. The subject matter is not overlooked but is
constantly modified as circumstances and experiences
dictate. Both the means and ends are seen as being
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important and inseparable. This approach to curriculum
according to Kot.,alski(1988:139)
is congruent with most principles of adult education.
In fact it is more likely to be successful with
adults than with children. This is true because
adults often are more capable of assuming
responsibility and of determining direction for
learning experiences. It also requires teachers who
accept the notion that the learner is capable of
selecting meaningful experiences.
6. Discrete Tasks and concepts
Within this view a curriculum is perceived as a set of
tasks to be mastered and once these tasks are mastered a
specified goal is achieved. Th,is view is particularly
relevant for training in private industry or the military
as it is quite effective in helping people acquire certain
mechanical skills.
7. Social Reconstruction
This view has been discussed above and it would be
sUfficient to say that some adults would find this a useful
approach dapend Inq on whether they see education as a means
of improving community life.
8. CUerrere
Cuerrere is 'I::heroot verb form of curriculum. This image
contends that a curr-Lculum should be a reconceiving of
one's perspective of life. It is a social process by which
individual learners come to a greater understanding of
themselves. The curriculum is the interpretation of lived
experiences. (Kowalski, 1988:139)
~ccording to Kowalski this approach has some merit for some areas
of adult education such as Lmproved mental health and self-
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actualization.
The outline provided above merely furnishes a framework for the
planner and the paradigms described should not be viewed as
mutually exclusive. It is precisely because adult education
takes many forms that deciding what is most relevant for a given
situation should be guided by what the pur~ose of the program is,
the learners interests, learners needs and organisational needs
to name but a few.
It is quiet possible that a curriculum developer wou.Lddraw from
more than one approach. In relation to TELLit would seem that
an eclectic approach would be the route tel go as asp~cts from the
various perspectives such as the humanist, developmental, social
reconstructionist, as well as the experienctial perspective would
feature. Furthermore, the intended learning outcomes approach,
better knownas the objectives based approach whi.ch traditionally
has not played an important role in the progressive sectors
within the country, seems to now feature more prominently.
However, it is important to stress that competency in this
context would not be seen as the ability to perform narrowly
def ined tasks.
In this case competency refers to the broad outcomes/end
point of the learning process and can be described as
having three dimensions:
1. the ability to apply a skill to perform a task
2. a theoretical understanding of the task
3. the ability to transfer knowledge, skill and
understanding to other tasks and situations. (Cosatu,
1993:3)
(,'i
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Some Problems
One of the major problems facing adult educators is that their
notions of curriculum are often based on curricula used for
schooling. There have been writers such as Griffin (1983) who
attempted to distance the plrocess of developing a curriculum for
adult education from the process of developing a curriculum for
the formal school system.
According to Jo campling (Glriffin, 1983) there is a need for a
?Urriculum theory of adult and lifelong education which is
concerned with the aims, content and method of adult learning and
is located in a context of knowledge I cul ture and power.
Curriculum theory of adult education should analyse its practice
in terms of definition, ~istribution and knowledge. Kowalski
(1988) is of the opinion that a learner-centred approach is
essential in adult educati+on and the importance of taking into
account learner needs, and ensuring learner invol vement in
planning and developing a curriculum cannot be over emphasised.
Special Considerations For Adult Educators
For Kowalski (1988) there are several features of an adult
education curriculum that merit special attenti 'n:
uniqueness of Adult Learners
Although we are constantly being made aware of the
differences between adult and preadult learners it is
important to bear in mind that not all these differences
are valid. However, "adul ts appear to exhibit notable
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differences with regard to:
* motivation [higher)
* physical speed [lower]
* personality [more fixed behaviour]
* vision and hearing [regressive]
* i.ndepend.ence [more independent than children]
* expectations [desire self-directed learning,
demand high levels of relevance]" (Kowalski,
1988:140)
Adults are not very different. from preadult. Lear-ner-s in
relation to intelligence, however consideration should be
given in terms of philosophical and practical issues in
planning.
Goals and ObjActives
Adult education is not usually governed by state laws and
this allows greater flexibility in curriculum planning.
This has a major advantage for adults in that needs which
have been expressed by the adult learner can be transformed
into goals and objectives of a particular programme.
cr:tical consideration
According to Kowalski
flexibility and less
(1988) frequently made claims of
restriction Ln pIt tng in adult
education are somewhat deceiving. "An f1Xamil1i.ngof
critical variables which impinge upon planning decisions
suggests that the programming of adult education may be
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less structured but not necessar~ly less restricted"
(Kowalski, 1988:141). Kowalski (1988) has outlined five
criteria which modify instructional planning:
*Philosophical considelations (from what philosophical
basis does a planner work from - this, however p wou Id
not only apply to adult educationj
*Psychological criteria (here issues such as
motivation, relevance, beliefs about needs etc would
be important criteria)
*Educational technology (analysing tasks, developing
behaviourial objectives, etc)
*Political issues (selecting material or activities
that are not offensive or discriminatory)
*Practicality (programme costs, resources, etc)
These restrictions point out that flexibility is not as
great as some per-ceive, A number- of forces converge to
restrict decisions. The programmer is faced with the task
of bringing the less formal restrictions on the surface so
that they can be given ample consideration. (KowaLaki ,
1988: 141)
CONCLUSION
As has been outlined above developing a cuxz-LcuIum involves
detailed consideration of issues such as educational ideology and
world view. Once these issues :lave been thought out and are
clear, there are issues such as the unic:uenessof adult learners,
the goals and objectives of the programme, philosophical,
political and psychological issues, etc to be dealt with.
Hereafter, a model can be chosen to dev.. op the curriculum.
\1
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In order to underst:".!..pdthe pre involved in developing a
currioulum using a needs biased approach, Q joint understanding
of what a curriculum is as well as negotiating a common
theoretical perspective with all the stakeholders is important.
r<l
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD
11'»e previous chapter looked at the training of teachers in a non-
formal education erw i.z-onment;, focusing 0 i.ssues in the South
Africc:.n cQntc::tp needs assessment, and curriculum development.
It was shown that fl'ELL, in keeping with recent trends in
instructional de.sign and adult education principles, favours a
participative method of curriculum design, based on a thorough
ne~ds analysis.
This chapter will set out the research design, the par-t Lc Ipatioxy
research method and the way in which the participatory research
:method has been used to develop a literacy teacher training
curriculum.
The aim of thIs research has been to develop a curriculum for the
training of literacy teachers, using a needs-based approach, The
research objectives are to:
*carry out a needs inventory fel' teaching literacy
teachers;
*translate a needs inventory in't(' a curriculum for literacy
teachers; arid
*examine the participative proL~ss involved in compiling a
needs inventory and in translatilJg it into a curt iculum for
t.raining teachers.
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The above aims and objectives would include involving teachers
in collecting I analysing and interpreting data that woul.d help
improve their own practice and at the same time expose and
demystify the notion of research to the participating teachers.
THE QUESTION C. METHODOL(.lGY
The question of choosing an appropriate research methodology is
a complex one and is bf,ised ultimately on the researcher Is
i
~,
assumptions about the nature of society and world view. The
resl;arch method is also determined by the purpose of the research
and of the problem that is being investigated. Furthermore the
outiccme of the research is very much u.~pendant on the social
context, the theoretical framework, as well as the methodology
that has been used.
Research should not merely be done for the purpose of being
written up for academic purposes as it is then usually accessible
to only a small elite. Rather, the ma.in purpose of resea.rch
should be that it serves a practical purpose where the findings
leac: to aotion that can bring about a change for the better.
This .researcher has cometo believe firmly that "we have too uany
problem~,;to spend our energies pursuing research which does not
lead to some social action or change related to the improvement
of life for the majority of peop La" (Ellis I 1990:24) . If we
accept that t:he purpose of research is to bri.ng about change,
then traditional research approaches woul.d in most easee not; be
appropriate. It is largel~T for this reason that participatory
research has beer! selectlo:adfor this study. other reasons are
'-"~-'----' --~-"~~{"~'~"--~~--------
",'I
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given in the sections that follow.
PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH
The use of participatory research has growndramatically over the
last decade. People involved in adult education, the social
13CiellCes, as well as community activists, have increasingly
turned to participatory research as an al tornati ve form of
gaining knowledge.
Participatory research has grown out of a dissatisfaction with
traditi.onal research which is domi.nat.edby positivism and
empiricism. The fundamental aim of the dominant research
paradiy'ln .1.S that design and results be objective, neutral and
value-free. Socia.l scientists have begun ques+Loninq reliance
on quantitative methods ~hich chara~terises this paradi~n. It
can be said that participatory research has been one attempt to
create a new methodological and (I~pistemological approach to
research.
Participatory research has also been seen as A response of the
Third World to traditional research, whose investigators tended
to study Third Worldproblems and comraunitLee.and then leave with
their findings. The research undertaken by these traditional
researchers did r.ot directly benefit the people they studied and
did not bring about muchchange for them.
Most social science research in the Third W,,:t'ldhas been related
to two purposes:
-.-
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1. For "experts" to gather information to solve problems
of underdevelopment;
2 . For researchers' own economic needs - to present their
findings in books, articles, journals, etc. where the
major consumers are policy makers.
Most rl;!::learch until recently has been shaped by these purposes.
This type of research has been seen as the "creation of
knowledge" . In other words the formulation, analysis and
creation of knowledge in most li:'c.;search.has been done by the
researcher.
Until recently, research has been seen as an academic exercise
especially Ln relation to the Third World. However the trend is
changing as IIthinking about development and the role of social
research in development has evolved dramatically of late" (Ha Ll, ,
1982: 36) • There has been a major shift in thinking about
development - previously development was seen as an "injection"
from above. Development now is being seen as an awakening from
the bottom where the creative and productive powers of the
impoverished and oppressed are freed.
This shift in thinking about doveLopment; has led to considerable
questioning about the values from which research proceeds,
particularly in the field of adult educat.Lo.,, Manyresearchers
are looking for new methods.
It has been suggested that their experimentation derives
-,.
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from three main concerns:
1. The concern that quantitative research methods are not
providing an adequate understanding of complex reality;
2. The desire for practical research that can be used as a
base for setting policy and developing P'oqr ammes which
will promote social justice and greater s9lf-reliance;
3. A view of human behaviour which sees individuals as
active agents in t.heLr environments rather than as passive
objects to be researched. (Hall, 182:37)
Participatory research has some distinct characteristics which
clearly distinguish it from other approaches.
outlined in the next section.
These will be
An Educative Process
Participatory research is an educative process for thOS8
invol ved. People become more kncwl.edqab.Leabout their situations
and about; possible ways of changing j.t. nIt is this component
of lea:..:ning·-for-allthat makes participatory research a distinct
approach" (Tandon, 1981:26).
Collective Natuxe of Participatory Research
'rhe collective nature of participatory research is one of its
important characteristics. It is important that people engage
together in a collective analysis of a given situation. Very
often tJ:!= process Lnvo Lved in participatory research brings
people together through collective understanding, sharing and
action, which often results in the growth of organisation of the
oppressed. (Tandon, 1981)
participatory Research Challenges Inequality
Supporters of participatory research like Hall (1981, 1982,) and
·~ -
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Walters (1983) are of the opinion that participatory research is
a research approach which challenges social inequality and works
to eliminate exploitation. It plays a liberating approach in the
learning process by promoting a critical understanding of social
problems, causes and possibilities to overcome them. It
challenges theaway knowledge has been produced by conventional
social science methods and how it has been disseminated.
Participatory research originates from people's reality and is
geared towards change. In some situations the p~ople themselves.
initiate the prcceas whereas in other situations an outsider can
be called in to help provide the initial problem focus. E 3n in
the latter situation it is crucial that the people be involved.
An Integrated Activity
Participatory research can be described as an integrated activity
that combines social investigation, education and action (Halll
1981). The process starts from people's concrete experience and
t:hen includes a theoretical analysis which will inform action for
change. Hall (1981:7) lists the features of participative
research as follows:
*The problem originates in the community or workplace
itself;
*The ultimate goal of the research is fundamental
structural transformation and the improvement of the lives
of those involve.d. ThEa beneficiaries are the workers or
people concerned;
*Participatory research involves the people in the
workplace of the commun i.ty in the control of the entire
process of the research;
*Focus of participatory research is on working with a wide
range of exploited or oppressed groups, immigrants, labour,
indigenous peoples and women;
*Central to participatory research is its role of
strengthening the awar-eness in people of their own
I \
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research merely as a basis for an academic paper. :t is
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abilities and resourc~s and its support to mobilising or
organising;
*The term \res~archer' can refer to both the community or
wnrkplace persons involved as well as those with
specialised training;
*Although those with specialised knowledge/training often
come from. outside the situation, they are committed
participants and learners in a process that leads to
militancy rather than detachment. (Hall, 1981:7)
In addition to these features Hall (1982) has identif;~d seven
principles of participatory research:
1~ The research project has to be of immediate and direct
benefit to the community.
The whole concept of participatory research is apposed to doing.,
important that the community bei.ngresearched is invol v. 1 both
the process and results of the research and the ar+Lca Lat Lon and
initiation of the search for solutions comes from the commun i-cy ,
2. The research process sh(.)uldinvolve the community in the
entire project (formulation of problem, interpretation of
findings and corrective action).
The researched are part olf.the process of participation in the
discussion, investigation and analysis. Research is not done for
the purpose of testing theories but rather the theories are
3. The research process should be part of ~~ edu~ational
g.._veloped from the people's reality.
experience.
Th i.s should be seen as a means to determine the community's nes ds
as '\'1'911 as to inorease awareness and commitment 1:: "''''ecommunity
-,-\,~~--,.---_--..-,..... .....,...........-....---~ ..-·~. -.---··~·-· .....-~-~-.~----,_~--·--..---~.r·~~~'--.-----~~-~
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to possible solutions.
4. Research should be viewed as a dialectic process.
Research should not be a static picblre of raality at one point
in time.
Gathering and irlterpretation of information should be
viewed as a continuing activity characterised by two
mutually reinforcing kinds of dialectic:
a) interaction between commun Lty and researcher; and
bl interaction between gathering and interpretation,
with the information gathered fuelling interpretation
while, in addition, interpretation yields new needs
for information that must be gathered. In this way,
the chances of producing a stilted, static and
unidimensional image of reality are reduced. (Hall,
1982:46)
s. The o~ject of the research should be the liberation of
human oreative potential and the mobilisation of human
resources.
participatory research aims to bring about a beneficial change
for the researched in this way the researcher and the
researched are involved in a joint venture to bring abC)Ut human
liberution and mobilisation.
6. Research methods have ideological implicatiolls.
All research has political implic"I.tionsand a hidden
agenda/curriculum - we need to be aware of this.
7. If the goal of the research is change then the research
team should comprise of representativelil w'ho will have a
bearing on that change.
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CRITICISMS LEVELLED AGAINST PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH.
There have been various criticisms levelled against participatory
research, some whi.chare outlined belov:.
Manipulation
Th~ charge here is that literature on participatory research does
not explore the question of manipulation adequately. If common
political and social objectives are not present and if intrinsic
and extrinsic benefits for all involved are absent then there is
room for manipulation (Walters(a), 1983}. If everyone involved
in the research is not equally committed to it there is the
possibility that the researcher can manipulate the research
process. This point is also closely linked to the role of the
participants and researcher.
The Role of participants and Researcher
Often the difference as well as similarities between the role of
the researcher and the researched is overemphasised. This
overemphasis can gr~atly affect the outcome of the project.
One possible way to overcome this difficulty is by getting the
researcher and participants to negotiate their similarities and
differences,• According to Brown (1982) by negotiating the
differences and similarities a positive result can be achieved.
Similarities tvould.provide a foundation for communication and
trust while differences could offer possibilities for mutual
learning and development.
!J
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It is not easy to transfer technical expertise or analyticc:.l
skills to all the people within the community. The; degree to
"1hich t.he participatory research process is controlled by the
people is often dependent on how successfully these skills are
transferred to them. One way to do this is to recognise the
differences and simila.rities which would in turn provide a
foundation for commun LcazLcn and encourage mutual learning.
Integration of the Three Elements
It is difficult to integrate the three elements (investigation,
education and action) within the -articipatory research process
at the same point. Often investigation and conscious self-
education occur early whereas action and less conscious learning
occur later. By consciously integrating the three dlements the
gulf between theory and practice can be lessened (¥lalters(a),
\1
\
/
1983)0
Social change
As participatory research is committed to social change, one of
the major criticisms of participatory researclh is the question
of which theory of social change influences the study. The
researcher believes that fundamental social change will only
occur through popular and collective struggle as well as by the
restructuring of the social, economic and political aspects of
society. In o'Lher words this change will only occur when
appropriate action in an environment .supportive of that action
is present. By merely tackling one aspect of society, in this
case the development of a literacy teacher training pl!:"ogramme,
().
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researchers and participants to solve dilemmas and
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major political and economic changes cam hardly be expected. It
is important to remember that:
participatory research is not a recipe for social change.
It is a democratic approach to Lnves t.Lqat.Lon and learning
to be taken up by indivi.duals, groups and movements as a
tool aimed at social change. We do not, however, under-
estimate the obstacles tQ ~ffecti ve social change. (Society
for Participatory Researr..:h, 1982: 4)
Furthermore
participatory research is not a short-cut to have better
socio-economic and/or educational conditions for adults.
The researcher must have very good know l.edqe of traditional
(empirical) methods as well as of the action research
methods. But the most important thing is that the
researcher regards himself as a member of the community to
take part in the research activity. ':':1is means that: the
object of the educational process should be the freeing of
human creative power and the mobiL.. ation of human
resources. 'lhe participatory research process should be
viewed as a dialectic process, a dialogue over time and not
a static picture from one point in time. (Enyia, 198:~:92)
It is however important that participatory researchers be clear
a;,out t,heir objlectives (ie. what change they are pursuing no
matter how limit~;d). Being abso Lut.e Ly clear abou·t the objectives
of a participcltory research project would better enable
contradictions.
"".
Contro1 and Aecc>untabi1ity
The question of control and acc.ountabili ty are also major
problems in participatory research. In most cases small projects
or programmes are dependent; on donors for funding'. These donors
have their own agendas and often have a strong desire to control
programmes. itA major obstacle to the goals of participatory
research is, of course, the very powez of the do:minant forces"
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(Society for Participatory Research, 1982~43). This dorn.ination
could take the form of ideologi::al oppression that can condition
the way people think and reason. At c. ther tines this domination
can be more blatant. More oft.en than not, research is funded by
r
I
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those who re.present the interests of the dominant forces. Ofter
researchers, educators as well as community activists are faceu
with these issues and often it is a "strategic choice to use
insti tutional resources for work aimed at social change" (Society
for Participatory Research, 1982:43). The point har:3 is' +-'J never
lose sight of what the ultimate aim of parti~ipator~
researGh is - transformation of society for the benefit of the
majority (even if it is in its initial stages of getting people
to start thinking about their conditions).
Pragmatic Nat'tre of participatory Research
Another criticism against participatory research is that it is
too pragmatic and favours action over theory-building. According
to Conchelos and Kassam (1981) advocates of participatory
res>3arch are moving towards more analysis and refinement.
However
a key issue here is v,rhethe-..:the gaining of scientific
knowledge should be done through purely \observational'
procedure or whether action-based approaches are
admissible. The Marxist concept of 'praxis', L~win's idea
of act.! on research, and other influences, "ire being dr awn
upon to make the case that practice can be :,~adea systemic,
integral part of theory-building. (bonchelos and Kassam,
1981:55)
MethodQlogy
Many cr Lt.Lcs of participatory research have pointed out that
participatory r eseazch constitutes merely a :troad approach and
n
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not a definite methodology or a comprehensive research package.
Hcwever Kassam's (1980) response to this- is to argue that the
strength of participatory research lies in its eclectic nature.
He stated that:
'l'heapparent eelecticism and pragmatism of participatory
research aret in fact, its very strf"'1gthsin that theresearcher is abl.e to work withL~ a wider variety of
constraints (such as politics of local and external funding
agencies, insti t.u+ional membership, bureaucratic
authorities, and ruling ideologies) and also within a wide
range of socio-political settings ..•.•To adhere to a single
explicit methodology in participatory resesLcb approach is
to greatly deli~it its potential for even a modest social
change anonq the many different groups of the oppi-es sed ,
disadvantaged and expIoLt.ed people. (El.yia, '383:87)
As has been mentioned before many proponents of participatory
research (Hall, Tandon) reject the methods of traditional
if traditional research methods cont:ribute1::othe hegemony
of the present elite, can participatory resE~archers afford
to ignore those methods entirely? It seems to me that we
should keep the door open to social science research
technologi~s for two reasons:
(1) to neutralise their contributions to an undesired
status quo, anrt
(2) to utilise them where possible for participatory
research c.bjectives. Some elements of survey research
meth~dology, for example, can be adapted for use i.
part.lcipatory rBsearch projects - a••d other .Cljjcial
science methods may also be suitably altered to fit
participatory research assumptions.
research claiming that these methods raeLn+ l,n thE~status quo and
mainly serve the interests of the elite. Howevl~r according to
Brown (1982:2C17)
This researcher tends to agree with Brown _on cond.ition tha~;.:any
research method used is to be used critically and its limitations
thoroughly understood.
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Brown (1982:207) goes on ~o say that
particip~1.toryresearchers can and should draw on social
science, education, political movements and any other
activities that offer methods relevant to project
obj ectives. It is the syntheses that emerge from this
borrowing that will simultaneously vitalise participatory
research and in turn flnrichdonor traditions.
participation in participatory 'q,~search
Concern has been raised about the question of participation -
specifiC':ally how is high quality participation obtained from
people not accustomed to this type of intercc:tion? It has been
argued that for most people participation is directly related to
the purpose of making a living (ie most people will partIcipate
if it will bring in an income). It is important to remembe ":"
that:
The subjects are usually involved in the process of
production as a means of mak i.nqa living. This involvement
leaves little time and energy for extensive participation
in research •..... 'rhe people. also .lack a perspective of
the social structures in which they are embedded and of
possible alterl1atives to it. (Enyia, 1983:91)
The level of participation of the people involved in the
participatory research is a problematic area. 'rheparticipants
have to be made aware of the benefits to them and if this is not
absolutely clEar the researcher will have to constantly drive the
process, encouraging the participants along. This is also
directly related to the social distance between the researcher
and the researched. Often the researcher comes from a totally
different background and there are differences as well as
similarities between the resear~her and the researched. These
.. similarities and differences have to be recognised and dealt 'ivith
adequately and at the same time the necessary technical and
r''.
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analytical skills have to be passed on to the relevant people t'1
ensure that participation is genuine and of a high qua Lf.t.y ,
Often this is easier said than done.
PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH AND LITERACY
The Use of participatory research in developing a literacy
teacher training course is closely linked to the definition of
literacy. If literacy is defined as more than just being able
to read and write and includes ~oncepts such as critical
consciousness, participation, action, purpose, context and
~I,
development then a progressive approach in teaching and
dev c Lop Lnq a curriculum as well as research is a pr e..requisite.
A ~rogressive approach to teaching adul\ literacy, then,
snou :.d lay the foundation for the devel.opment;of a range of
cr il::i(''';ll,creative and analytical skills which enable
peopJ e to participate actively in aoc i.et.y • It should
5 "imulate people's thinking about the kind of society that
would best contribute their desire to participate in
struggles to achieve suc~ a society. (Learn and Teach, ELP
and LACOM,' 1991:10)
In this case the concept of empowerment in "iteracy is crucial -
this empowerment should include the empowerment of learners as
well as teachers.
i
I
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The use of participatory research in developing a literacy
teacher training COUrse would seem the logical wa'..ito procee« if
we accept that literacy should be doing the above.
Participatory researc' has been used by people involved in
literclcy over a long period of time. According to Lind and
Johnson (1990:20) participatory research has been used for two
distinct purposes in the context;of literacy:
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*more common Ly , for the so-called 'community I which should
antecede a Freirian type literacy project, and which seeks
to identify the most important aspects and contradictions
of community life and the level of social awareness, in
order to select out the themes and generative words which
will constitute the literacy 'curriculum';*less often, where the researcher is a participant (or,
ideally, all the participants), and the research activity
seeks to assist in laying bare local r~ality and in
maintaining a continuous joint evaluation of t.he literacy
programme and its social insertion; the research is based
on the praxis of action-reflection-action, and should
immediately assist in changing the procesr: towards the
better attainment of its objectives.
PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH METHODS IN DEVELOPING A LITERACY TEACfiER
TRAINING COURSE
The preY lous section looked at the theoretical fl'amework f.:>rthe
avproach adopted in this study. This section will relate how
this approach was used.
In participatory research, as in all research, there are various
methods that can be used. However it is important that any
method that is used, be used critically. According to the
society for Participatory Research (1982) methods that can be
used in participatory research include group discussions, open-
ended surveys, public meetings I community seminars, fact:?inding
~ours, collective production of audio-visual materials, popular
theatre and educational camps. Some of these methods will be
looked at in relation to the development of a literacy teacher
training course using participatory research.
The con+ext; in which participatory research has been used to
d<::'Velopa literacy teacher training course for teachers has been
an organisational one, the organisation in this case being TELL
l
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(see the previous chapter on more information on TELL). TELLhas
over the past three years been involved in developing a
curriculum for literacy teachers using the part lcipatory research
method. The reason for us i.nq the participatory research methods
were outlined in the above section.
The research design includes using a number of strategies for
gathering data but the most important aspect of it has been the
interacti ve process betwee,n the "esearcher and the other actors
in the research process. Furthermore the design and methods used
not only encourage collective analysis, ref lection and
interpretation of data but also invite participants to reflect
on their own practice of adult education.
Presently TELLhas approximately 400 trained teachers. Including
all these teachers actively in the research was practically not
feasible. In August 1992 teachers were informed at a TELL
Teachers Forum of the plan to develop a new curriculum and
volunteers were asked to come forward. These volunteers became
the curriculum conmittee. The curriculum committee was initially
made up of seven people five of whomattended a pilot teacher
training course run by TELLin 1991. Six of them are literacy
teachers and one the researcher I employed by TELL. In the course
of 1993 two people dropped out leaving the committee consisting
of just five people. People's reasons for leaving were mainly
job related. All these people worked for NGOsand because of the
lack of capacity were expected to do other work besides literacy
teaching. Furthermore most of these NGOs did not have the
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funding to pay people regularly and often people did not have
money for transport t:o attend :meetings regularl~r. This
uncertainty and heavy workload eventually led to two people
dropping out of the curriculum committee.
All of the five remaining teachers were between the ages of 27
and 3·, years. Four of th1e five members were at that time (1992-
1993) teaching their own groups and would between them have had
approximately 1f years olEexperience as lit.eracy te::achers. Two
of the members of th(~ cuzrz-Lcu Ium committee became involved in the
literacy field a.s learners while they were employed as domestic
workers. They then went on to become teachers and WE'!remployed
by TELL, and paid a honorarium. Both these t..:eachers are
currently cc--o.rd i.nat.Lnq community learning centres (CLCIS), one
in Tembisa in the East Ftand and one in Botshabelo in the North
West Province. The rest of the members of the curriculum
committee were 'trained by TELL. Two members are currently co-
ordinators, one of a literacy ~entre on the West Rand and one of
an Advice ~entre in the South.
The years of experience that some teachers have had in teaching
(some of them have been teaching for up to nine years) has proved
to be a major contribution in this process. Their concrete
r.eality has been a starting point from which to build. Most of
the members of the curriculum committee come from the townships
and in most cases so do their learners. As most of these
teachers come from the same psycho-social environment (at this
stage an unstable and frequently violent one) as their learners
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and this in itself has provided valuable information of iss~~s
that needed to be investigatl=d. without the teachers'
participation the cppor+und-ty to gain this type of insight into
learners' lives and hence Lntormati.onwi.th which teachers can
work with wculd otherwise have been lost.
* social investigation;
The three in'~rrelated processes which give participatory
research its strength:
* education; and
* ac.tion,
have provided grounds for developing a literacy programme
which aims for the empowe rment; of people. How the three
interrelated processes have been used in this study will be
outlined below.
literacy teacher trainingi
social Investigation
The purpose of this investigation has been to:
* identify problem areas of past training courses;
* identify i.-Thatis perceived as a general problem in
what and how teachers want to learn; and
l'
~
* what they need to learn.
In order to identify problem areas of past training courses a
focus group interview was held in october 1992 with the
curriculum committee. This focus group in:erview was aimed at
providing insight into the attitudes, parcept Lons and opinions
(I
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of participa ts of their past training. The interview lasted
approximately three hours ar,
summary notes were made.
superf icially what a future
was recorded and transcribed and
'rhis discussion outlined very
course might include and also
indicated that further discussions were necessary.
The researcher hoLd discussions ·with other individuals and
organisations. Individuals selected were involved in literacy
and in most cases were regarded as "experts" j~nthe field.
Organisations selected at this stage were delivery organisations,
in other words they were the clients of the training
organisations. The discussions provided information on what;
organisations required in terms of training of literacy teachers,
what they saw as problams of current training courses as well as
what they would like future courses to look like. After these
initial discussions the researcher then met with Li.t.eracy teacher
trainin9 organisations, from which she obtained a clearer idea
of their objectives, philosophy and models of training.
Armed with information from these initial discussions a workshop
was held with the curriculum committee in January 1993 to look
at how to take this process further. This workshop was very
useful in that it served as an educational experience for all
those involved. People started to ask themselves questions like:
* Why do we want to teach adults literacy?
Up to what level should literacy be taught?*
* What Sh0Uld literacy teache~s learn?
* Should we have a flexible or set curriculum for
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learners'?
* What level of education is needed to become a literacy
teacher?
* Why is it important to have the certificate in our
literacy and adu l.c education classes recognised?
The workshop also began to challenge our own beliefs in areas
such as the needs of teachers, learners as well as what actually
hapj =ns in a learning situation, as reportE?din the next chapter.
It vias decided that the next logical step to tdke this process
further would be to conduct a needs analysis amongst teachers {
lE\arners and organisations involved in literacy provision.
Questionnaires were developed for the various stakeholder groups
by the researcher in consultation with the curriculum committee
and TELL staff. Developing these questionnaires took a long time
as it was h,ortant to ensure that curriculum committee as well
as TELL staff were satisfied with the final questionnaires. The
id~a was to make the development of the qUestionnaire an
inclusive process in order to identify:
* problem areas of past trajning courses;
what were perceived as general problems in literacy
teacher training;
* what and how teachers wanted to learn; and
* what they needed to learn. (See Appendix 2)
*
Once the quesc Ionna ires were developed members of the curriculum
committee practised interviewing techniques with each other as
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most of them had never conducted formal interviews before. The
practice sessions also helped some members of the committee gain
confidence. practicalites such as transport money, choosing
interviewees that were.easily a.ccessiblefrom their place of work
as wel~ as arrangements for tel~phone usage were all sorted out.
A total of 56 learners, 42 tea;~hers and 23 ol::ganisationswere
interviewed. As far as possible most of tilE::interviews were done
in person. Where this was net, possible thz interviews were
cond.ucted telephonically.
The methods used for investigating the above were focus group
interviews, workshops, infl;,rmaldiscussions and telephonic
interviews. The idea here was to find out the above by:
sharing experiences;
i . sharing information; and
sharing support; and thereby reachiHg a collective
step. Furthermore this process gave participants a chance to
understanding of concepts and deciding collectively on the next
clatify attitudes and beliefs.
I
i
~
A research diary was kept hy the researcher in which notes of all.
discussions, workshops and interviews were recorded.
Patricia Ellis (1990) in her study on the needs of Caribbean
adult educators, seems to have gone through a very similar
experience and has managed to sum up the process aptly:
As p~eliminary information was studied, research
instruments were developed by the researcher to be used by
)'
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the various groups of persons from whom it was necessary to
gain information, perspectives and perceptions on the
training of adult education practitioners, At every stage
in the research ~rocess, data from the previous stage was
used to inform the collection, analysis and interpretation
of the data in subsequent stages. At the same time, data
~rom the latter influenced the interpretation and deepened
t~le understanding of that from the former. Moreover, as
the process of analysis and interpretation contiilued, new
ideas emerged and new concepts were formed. These, in turn
were compared ';vith the previously held assumptions c.f the
researcher and other actors in the process. consequently,
new definitions, deeper insights into, and greater
understanding of the training needs of adult education
practitioners were grounded in the experience and reality
of the extension workers on whose situation the research
was focused. (1990:28)
During this process the curriculum committee discussed the
in~ormation gathered from the investigation to reach an
understanding of the needs. As c.at.a was analysed and processed
each step informed and reinforced the other. A collective
action to be taken was made. In other words by going through
understanding of concepts emerged during this process and it was
then that the link between the information gathered and the
tr.1S process a profile of training needs and consequent action
was developed.
During ti~isphase of the research the researl:herhad an important
role to play_
It is frequently found that some of the opinions expressed
by the individuals of the group have ~o critical component,
but belong to the corpus of the dominant ideology. Thus,
this phase of the experience requires a permanent dialogue
bebveen the external research, who contributes his/her
understanding of reality, and the group that repeatedly
confronts their own interpretations. (Vic Grossi, et alt
1983:27)r
It is important that the researcher be sensitive, flexible as
well as responsive. There should also be flexibility Ln the
~-~---- ~--~--~
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research design so that maximum use is made of ;.hedifferent
settings and situations. However it is Lmpor-t.arrt,o remember
that the entire process is a collective one.
TELL staff, some of whom have been in the field of literacy
teacher traininq for a number of years, were also asked to sit
in on these discussions, to share their experiences and
observations on teacher training. Their contribution in this
process proved to be useful and they often expressed that the
findings confirmed their experiences.
A collective decision by the curriculum committee and TELL staff
was made on wh~~ action was necessary to improve the quality of
the teacher training course. It was decid#d that the first step
would be the development of a literacy te2..;her training
curriculum whicIl is the object of this research. Any other
course of action would be secondary.
The teachers had outlined their own learning programme taking
into account their previous shortcomings. They had a]
suggested the learning process ar.dcontent - this in itself was
evidence of a process of empowerment for the teachers who formed
the curriculum committee.
The detailed curriculum development woz'khas been carried out by
the researcher who is empl.oyedby TELL for this purpose. However
during the initial development phase every aspect of the
curriculum was constantly checked with the curriculum committee
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for critical feedbuck. Once the new national ABETcurriculum
Frameworkwas in place the researcher had to consult more widely
with other players in the literacy field - in this case the
Independent Examination Board (IEB) and the NLC. The new
national curriculum framework has placed literacy in a new
context from the one in whIc, t~i;:; research project star':ed (this
was discussed in the first chapter and will be further discussed
in the final chapter).
Literacy programmes may empower their learners but they alone,
irrespective of howradical or progressive they are, cannot bring
about major social changes. Such transformative processes have
to be accompanied by real chanqes in the structure of society.
However after the birth of the nF'W South Africa and the new
national ABETcurriculum framework these ideals seem to have
beco':lle less important. The emphasis now is on CI.rticulation witb
the formal syste::mand on ensuring that workers become trainable
in ozde'r to be more producti ve. It is however important to
remember that literacy programmes can lead to building of strong
organisations or lobbying/pressure groups which could campaign
for a better deal for the oppressed. The question of social
change is therefore dependant on the dynamics that develop within
the learning groups and over this nobody has any control.
Furthermore the teachers themselves trrough this process have
come to realise that with proper training through an accredited
course they would be in a better position to bargair lor adequat~
remuneration as vlell as for a better professional future in the
literacy field (eg. a career path, further education and training).
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The interrelated process would be illustrated in the following
manner:
stage 1
Social investigation Needs analysis
stage 2
Education Unders ,~andneeds
Insight in+;.o researcn
proc~ss
Develop intervi~wing skills
stage 3
Action Transform
curriculum
needs into a
CONCLUSIO'tl
Although the request to develop this course came from TELL staff
and some of the teachers, the decision to use the participatory
research methodology came from the researcher. The teachers had
no way of knowLnq that they could be part of the process of
actually deve.Lop.l.nqthis course. In other words, to some extent
getting the teachers involved was imposed upon them by the
researcher.
In the same way there is the possibility that otp~r factors could
be imposed on "teachers for example the new ABET curriculum
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framework. In this scenario there is definitely room for
inand.pu La't.Lon, However throughout the process there was the
intention that the procedure unfold in a voluntary participatory
way and that teacher involvement would be dominant during the
whoLe process. It was the teachers I needs and ideas that
initially dominated the direction of the research and in turn
determined the questions they asked.
Most times the researcher had to take a faciltatory role in the
process. However there were numerous opporvun.ities for the
researcher to become dominant intentionally or unintentionally -
this had to be constantly guarded against. One of the reasons
for this was pressure from the outside, that is from funders or
the management of TELL, both of which wanted to see results
within a particular time period (moat; teachers have other j OuS
and would not be in a position to make themselve~ available when
necessary) . The researcher also had to ~:uard against imposing
her own agenda on the teachers. It is important to note here
that a major source of pressure from the outside was the newAPET
curriculum framework. It was at this point that the development
of the curriculum started happening independently from the
curriculum committee. It almost seemed as though as the national
picture had a ripple effect on this process. Developments
r.a+Lonal ty overtook the researcher and TELL in turn introduced
them to the teachers.
During this ~rocess the realisation dawned that
the partic..:.ipatory researcher or trainer is usually in a
pos i.t.Lon of power and that, even though she may be
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committed to empowering those with whom she is working, she
is still in danger of imposing her own values and views on
the latter. I have come to realise how important it is for
me as a facilitator committe", to using participatory
approaches, to be more willing to negotiate with groups
with which I work. I must not only appear to be allowing
them to have some say in, and to influence, the process of
learning, but I must be willing to give them real options
and the freedom to choose, to accept their choices, and to
reflect with them on the implications of these choices for
them as well as me. (Ellis, 1990:33)
Avoiding taking control of t.he process and driving it
individually, was ..)erhaps the major challenge in this research
process.
~I
;
"
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
The previous section set out the theoretical framework for the
approach adopted in this study as well as the way in which the
approach was used. 'rhis section. presents the findings of the
research drawing on the process outlined in the previously. As
has been mentioned before a curriculum committee was formed and
broadly the task of the committee was to:
*identify problem areas of past training courses;
*identify what is perceived as a general problem in
literacy teacher training;
*what and how teachers want to learn; and
*what they need to learn.
As soon as the various stakeholders were identifie.d questions
were developed around areas which needed to be investigated.
Draft copies of the questionnaires were circulated as widely as
possible (TELL staff I teachers, supervisor) until a consensus was
reached on the final version of the question~aire. The result
of all the consultations were three separate questionnaires, one
for teachers, one for learners and one for organisations.
In total 56 learners were interviewed - some in groups and others
as indi v·' dua Ls , 42 teachers and 23 organisations were
interviewed.
After the intel~views were conducted the cur-rLcutum committee
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analyzed the data, extracted the various themes and finally
developed a rough guide for developing a teacher training course.
This rough guide was refineci again through consultation and
finally an outline of a training course was developed. The
researcher then worked on the outline and de'veLoped the
curriculum. The responses to the var Lcue questionnaires have
been thema·tically summarised below.
DEFINITION OF LITERACY
Terms Of References
In ord~r to make this section less cumbersome and more readable
the researcher introduced simple definitions to facilitatE':: common
understandings between the reader and rp.searchers.
Learners
Of the learners inte.rvie'tved 46% ioentified with progressive
literacy defined as the ability to read, write, use language and
numbers to enable adults t.o cope with daily life, quas t i.on arid
challenge society and work for change. Thirty six percent
identified more closely with functional literacy defined as the
ability to read, write use language and numbers so that adults
can c~pe with daily life in society. Nine percent associated
with traditional literacy, defined as the ability to read and
write. Nine percent of the learners interviewed did not respond
to this question.
When questioned furthe:r and asked as to why they were attending
classes 39%said for progressiVe literacy I 18% for ru.ict ione1
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literacy, 12,5% for traditional literacy while 30,5%failed to
r1espond. (see figure 1)
Figure 1. Literacy Learners
Def initions and reasons for attending
Pe"'centage50~------=-------------'------------------------~----,
-40
30
20
10
o
Traditional Other Not answeredFunctlonct Progressive
Types of literacy
_ Definition _ Reason attending
Teachers
Of the teachers interviewed 32% identified with traditional
literacy, 20%with functional literacy, and 11% with progrl.!ssive
literacy. A large proportion of teachers (32%) had their own
definition of literac)r and these included:
*Tohelp each other;
*Literacy h~lps those whodid not get to go to school;
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*Literacy is education without standards. Education about
people's needs not syllabus;
*I understand that literacy is a good project of educating
adults;
*Ability to use language effectively for communicating with
others and being communicated with - enough resources in
that language to think in that language;
*Loaded term. English non-speaker know other languages -
definition problems;
*Literacy is a training of a person both mentally and
physically and
*Literacy is upgrading adults to be literate.
Five percent did not respond to this question. However when
literacy teachers were asked what should be taught in class the
responses were very dif .errt, Fifty eight percent said
progressive literacy, 24% functional literacy, 10% traditional
literacy. Four percent responded in the following way:
*Must be based on learners needs;
*History of literacy and literacy in other countries
especially in Africa;
*One has to be politically correct.
This question hFld a 3% spt:liltrate. (see fig. 2)
Literacy Teach~~
and content to be taught
Figure 2.
Definition
Percento e6Dr-------~----------------------------------------~
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Type of literacy
.. Literacy definition _ Classroom content
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The striking difference in response to the two above quest.Ions
could be attributed to the fact that most literacy teachers when
asked what they do, merely respond by saying "I teach people to
read and writell and not that people are taught to be critical
thinkers and to challenge society. When probed fUrther as to
what they' teach, they responded that this would include teaching
people about questiuning and challenging society. The fact that
numeracy was not mentioned could also be attributed to the same
reason.
Organisations
Most organisations (61%) associated closely with progressive
literacy, followed by functional literacy (26%) and lastly
tradi~ional literacy (4%). Nine percent defined literacy as:
*Life skills, learners participation in running projects,
which makes them fulfil social fUnctions or roles.
*will have ideas and feel confident to exp~ass their ideas.
Most organisations interviewed identified closely \vith
progressive literacy. The reason for this could bo that most of
organisations interviewed saw themselves as progressive, or on
the other hand told us what they thought we wanted to hear, in
other words they were being politically correct. (see figure 3)
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I, Figure 3. LiteracyDefinition of Organisationliteracy
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LEARNERS PROFILE
Age Of Learners
H
r.I
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II
Ii
r
I
I,
11
i
I
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Most 1earners interviewed (27%) were bbtween the age of 20-25
years, followed by 36-40 years (21%), 31-35 years (18%)I followed
by 26-30 years (16%). Nine percent of the learners were between
the age of 46 and 50 years, 'while 7%were between 41 and 45 years
and 2% were below the age of 20 years. (see table 1)
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Table 1. Age of learners.----..--·---------li·
i
i
/Age Groups Percentage
1
27
16
19
21
7
9
100J
{'years)
< 20
21 25
26 30
31 35
36 40
41 45
Iv
46 50
Totol
il
a
I
Most of the learners interviewed were between the ages of 20-25
years (27%) followed by 36-40 years (21%). From these figures
an earlier trend of mainly older people attending literacy
classes is being disproved. This however could be attributed to
formal education system for blacks in the 1980s.
the disruption, breakdown and generally poor quality of the
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Zulu
25
Xhosa
11
Home Language
Of the total number of learners interviewed 34% spoke South
Sotho, 25% spoke Zulu, 20% spoke Tswana, 11% spoke North Sotho
and a further 11~ spoke Xhosa. All learners interviewed claimed
they were literate in their lnother tongue. ~i:.~efig. 4)
,
j Figure 4.
1
Learners Horne Language
Tswana
20
L- ~_
Level Of Education
Of the fifty six learners interviewed 38%have had more than five
years of formal education. Thirty percent have had between three
to five years of formal education and 30%had less than 3 years
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of formal ~ducation. Two percent of learners interviewed had no
formal education at all. (see table 3)
I
Years of formal education Percentage (%)
2
30
30
38
none
< 3
3 5
I > 5
I Total
I
I
l
100
I
l
I!
I
All fifty six learners interviewed claim'€d to be literate in
their mother tongue. Literacy teachers are encouraged to accept
learners who are literate in their mother tongue as it is
thought, to be easier for learners to then learn an additional
language. However it is often found that learners <".1:"enot
literate in their mother tongue but insist on learning English.
According to the UNESCO definition a person who had 5 years of
schooling would be defined as functionally literate. The fact
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that 38% of learners interviewed have had more than five years
of formal schooling but are still attending a Iiteracy class
raises serious doubts about the quality of schooling and
continuing education in South Africa.
occupation Of Learners
Of the learners interviewed 71% were employed while 27% were
unemployed, Em:' loyed learners were mainly domestic workers. T\vO
percent did not respond to this question.
According to teachers most ,_:ftheir learner Is are:
Domestic workers 40%;
Unemployed 26%;
Factory workex's 25% i
Farm labourers 4%;
Other: 3%
School cleaners
Shop assistants.
(11%) • This was followed by not getting information, having
Learners' Problems
Most learners (13%) felt that the biggest problem arising out of
not knowing English and not being numerate was that they were too
dependent on others. This viasfollowec.closely by not being able
to understand instructions (14%), not able to understand signs
(12%), inability to int.eractwith people who speak only English
communication problems at the workplace, needing interpret~rs,
not being able to read medical prescriptions, all at 8%. Having
a problem finding a job and not getting a promotion at work did
not seem to be very important and rated 7% and 5% respectively.
Some learners encountered different problems to the ones above
and they ranged from:
I want to help my child;
Somebody can say bad things about us and we can't
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understand;
There are many opportunit~~s which I failed to do;
We cantt even apply for jobs, we can't answer the phones
and write messages;
We need more time to attend classes.
Literacy Improves Li
When learner:;""lere asked about how attending a literacy class
could improve their livest "being more independent" received the
hi9hest rasponse. The ability to get better jobs and helping
children 'tlTiththeir school work r-aced equally important after
"being more independent".
Literacy Meeting Needs
Ninety six percent of learners felt that literacy classes were
meeting their naeds , The other 4% were spoilt.responses.
There is a possibility that ~his 1S not an accurate response,
especially in relation to the response to the next question. The
reasons for this response are numerous including the possible
presence of the teacher in the room with learners as they
completed the questionnaire. T.Jea.rnersmay have felt reluctant
to "hurt the feelings" of the t.eacher, The other possibility was
that in group interviews aome learners may not have felt
comfort&ble to respond honestly and might have kept quiet. The
third possibility wa~ that the needs that were not wet, might not
be all that important. However the first option is the more
likely one, especially in view of the r-esponse to the next
question - attendance at literacy olasses .
....
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Attendance At Literacy Classes
Of the total number of learners interviewed 75% had been
attending for less than one year. It is unlikely that learners
achieved their desired level of literacy in less than one year.
It is likely that the literacy class did not meet their needs for
literacy. Another explanation is that learners chnnged or lost
their jobg and stopped attending classes.
Should Lita~acy Teachers Be Traine~
All learners intervie~Ted felt that literacy teachers should be
trained.
Learners Perceptions Of Ideal Teachers
Learners resp,..''tedin the following w'ayto questions around an
ideal teacher:
"One who trained to teach adult. somebody who Is patient
and someone who cares about his or her job."
"'1lhetrained t€~acher from TELL patient, honest, open etc."
"To be a regular nttending teacher. To arrive in time."
"The trained teac"er from TEI,L good, patient, open,
honest. II
"Someone who trained and knows very ~vell how t.o teach
adults."
"SomeOne who patiently, who respect black man. II
"Someone who patiently and respecti.vely."
"A teacher who will guide me and let me do some of the
things on my own. II
"Cruel teacher who does not smile all the time."
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"I would like a teacher who can explain clearly what I
should do and letting me to understand."
"Well trained teacher and friendly."
itAtraining teacher."
"lIB ...; the teacher. like my teacher now, she is alright. I!
"I like a teacher always happy everyday. I like a teacher
to help if i don't understand."
"English teacher because english is the iJest language
because we use any where."
"The teacher that I have."
These quotations from learnerr.indicate a preference for teachers
who had some form of training. A number of learners commended
the qualities of patience and respect. It would seem that this
may have been lacking in their past experience.
TEACHERSi AND ORGANISATIONAL RESPONSES
Level Of Education
Of the teachers interviewed 45% had more than 12 years of formal
education followed by 38% who had received between 8 - 12 years
of formal education, 7% between 5-8 years and 5% between 3-5
years. Five percent did not respond to this question. (see table
2)
Teachers were then asked what they thought the n;inimurnlevel of
education was needed to become a literacy teacher. Thirty three
percent of the teachers were of the opinion that a high level of
formal education was not crucial and therefore felt that less
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, Table 2. Teachers level of education
,
I
i i'
of formal education
(std 3)
Percentage to.2
5 :
7 I
I
38 i
I '
I
! ,I
I t:
i I:
Years
3 5
8 (std 6)
'12 (std 8)
> 1 2 (post std 8)
5
8
45
5(spoilt)
i Total
IL _
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than standard B was sufficient. However 29% felt a matric was
necessary in order to be an effective teacher, followed by 24%
who thought a standard 8 would be .sufficient. Seven percent felt
a post-matric qualification was necessary while another 7% felt
other criteria should 1'e taken into account and this should
include:
*A person who is trained and is interested to teacher
others;
*A person who is dedicated to learn more;
*Anyone who is literate in MT;
I~
.t
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*Standard 7 for older people but matric is O.K. for younger
people;
*Learners in formal education;
*Standard 7 (they have completed primary school and have an
idea of high school)
*It is more than formal education. (see fig. 5)
Most (39%) organisations felt that the minimum level of education
that is needed to become a literacy teacher is standard 8,
followed by 30% Who felt a matric was necessary. Four percent
felt below standard 8 was sufficient while 4% felt post matric
was appropriate. other (23%) responses were:
*People who are willing to work for the oppressed and are
capable;
*Language is important in literacy;
*Not only formal education but need to look at experience
as well;
*Depends on peoples potential to acquire and impart
knowledge. (see fig. S)
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It seems that there is still no general consensus around the
issue of an appropriate educational level of teachers. The
responses mentioned above are typical of what is happening in the
ABET field and to date there is much debate around the issue of
entrance requirements for literacy teachers. Many people in the
ABET field tend to look for creative solutions to deal with
entrance requirements. Many NGOs administer a selection
procedure which consists of an Lnt.erv.Lew, some form of vlritten
response and often, the interviewer's gut feeling.
*People committed to building and strengthening workers
organisations;
*Would like a trained teacher/young or old who is liked by
the learners;
*Volunteers,
*Conglomerate of both especially people who are literate
enough to teach others;
*Selected unemployed matriculants preferable those
commd.t.t.ed to teach and work with others;
*Anyone as long as you train them first;
*People who understand how to teach adults;
*Known by the community;
*People drawn from the community.
Choice Of Teachers
When organisations vlhich were considering start.Lnq a Iit.eracy
project were asked who they would choose as teachers for their
organisations, unemployed matriculants r-anked the lowest, while
qualified teachers ranked i-hehighest. Ot.her suggestions were:
When organisations were asked which potential teachers TELL
unemployed people (16%) ~nd qualified teachers (11%).
(13%) suggestions included:
*Those concerned with the plight of others;
other
L
r
'
,
should target, uneup Loyed matriculants featured the highest (32%)
followed by people belonging to community organisations (26%),
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*People who prefer to offer themselves on a regular basis;
*Through a screening process of people who have the deEire
to teach literacy;
*All.
Two pe~cent of respondents did not answer this question.
but not for one's own. This could also indicate that
Alnongst organisations that were interviewed, qualified teachers
ranked second lowest as an option. This is starkly different
from the previous question's response. ~his could imply that
unemployed matriculants are good enough for other organisations
organisations show a great preference~ for people with formal
educational qua Ldf Loat.Lons , perhaps more than they would like to
let on?
Teachers still Teaching
Eighty ei9ht percent of teachers interviewed were conducting
their own learning groups, Reasons cited by the 12% of teachers
for not teaching were:
*Problems of getting learners;
*Just come back fro~ overseQs;
*No longer working at place he was teaching at;
*Studenti
*Went back to school to complete standard 10.
volunteers. This could be related to the conscious effort made
Most teachers interviewed are paid to teach (64%), while 29% are
by TELL to pay teachers rather than to rely on volunteers. There
is a general reluctance to rely on volunteers as they tend to be
erratic, unreliable, not cost effective and there is not a very
effective way to deal with the problem of accountability.
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Problems Teachers Perceive Learners To Have
Teachers perceive learners to have the following problems:
*vlriting (13%);
~~Reading (13%);
*Not enough time to attend classes (12%);
*I.foney(11%);
*Speaking (11%);
*Pressure from employer (9%);
*Health (8%);
*Not literate in mother tongue «7%) i
'Jc'llransport(5%) ;
*No progress (4%);
*Pressure from spouses (2%);
*other:
Finding time to practice what they Iv« learnt in class i
Accommodation;
Employers jealous of them attending classes because
they want them to remain in the dark;
Main problem is pressure from employers;
Eyesight problems;
They read withou't.comprehending;
Give them transport;
Learners have to go to the hospital regularly and it
limits the teachers when doing lessons in class.
TeachEars define the problems they encounter in teaching as the
fc.,llowing:
*Irregular attendance 16%;
*Lack of appropriate materials 14%;
*Hcw to handle mixed ability groups 12%;
*Learner drop-out 11%;
*Inability to develop a curriculum related to learner's
needs 10%;
*Venue 7%;
*Not knowing how to use materials in'class 8%;
*No curricUlum to follow with lea.rners 4%;
*Where to start after training 4%;
*Other areas included:
Big classes, different levels and starting any time;
Make sense to give general outline of learner's
curriculum;
Do not have self-confidence to stand up;
Learner's want me to explain in mother tongue;
classes very small, more teachers because of
volunteersl not good teachers.
curriculum
The qUGstion of deve:opirj a curriculum for learners is quite a
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contentious one. It seems that people involved in ABET have
taken extreme positions some feel that no curriculum is
necessary vThile others are of the opinion that having no
curriculum places an unnecessarily heavy burden on the teachers.
Asking the people involved produced some surprising results.
Eighty three percent of teachers felt that a curriculum should
be developed for learners while 59% of Lear-ner-swanted teachers
to follow a curriculum with them.
Effectiveness of training
l
~I
f,
Of the total number of teachers interviewed 74% felt the current
training proqr-ame was effective, while 14% felt it ..as not
effective. Five percent were unsure while there was a 7% spoilt
rate. Teachers felt that they need:
*More theory and t,Jining to deal with mixed groups;
*More training to be sure of what I am teaching;
*More methods to deal with mixed groups;
*Refresher courses and information on new developments;
*More training - advance and intermediate training.
Teachers' perception Of Ideal Teachers
The teachers themselves were asked to describe an ideal teacher
and the following were the ideas:
*Aware, committed, reliable;
*Honest, open, respect;
*Patienti
*Believes everybody can learn;
*Able to assess and respond to learner's needs;
*Enjoy teaching;
*Arrives on time and regularly;
*Understands adults;
*One with teaching skills;
*Self-discip1inei
*Self-confidencej
*Able to impart knowledge effectively;
*Use creative methods of teaching;
*Able to build learner's confidence;
*Able to achieve positive results;
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*Has diploma in teaching;
*Flexible;
*Knows problems in community;
*Prepared to help illiterate people and to work hand in
hand with the community;
*Well organised;
*Teacher who has certificates;
*Have experience in teaching;
*Knows how to use material;
*Above matric;
*Be over 25 years;
*Have knowledge of mother tongue;
*Try to salve learner's problems;
*Level of education not important;
*Sense of humouri
*Keep up with literacy developments i
*Explain things in a clear way;
*Look at political, economic and social context.
of learners'. Both believe that respect and patience are
Teachers' perception of an ideal teacher is very similar to that
important and both realise that training is crucial.
Expectations Of Training
Teachers felt they would like to achieve the following in a
*Learn about approaches to adult education 14%;
*To acquire teaching skills 13%;
*To develop own confidence 13%;
*Learn how to identify needs of learners 13%;
*Learn about appropriate sOurces and materials 12%;
*To teach critical thought 11%;
*To acquire general knowledge lIt;
*To learn about definitions of literacy 9%;
*Become professional in literacy 3%.
training course:
other areas teachers expected to be covered in a training course
included:
*Learning theory and how adults learn;
*To learn to design curriculum;
*Socio-poli tical context of literacy f raising learner's
expectations;
*The approach and method and syllabus;
*To be able to test learner's at the end of the year to
find out what they have learnt.
Teachers' expectations of a training course relate to both
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functional and progressive definitions of literacy.
Areas That Should Be Covered On A Training Course.
Teachers
For most teachers (19%) practical skills was the most importar.t
aspect of training, followed by theory (16%), methodology (16%)r
general information (15%), organisational development (15%) and
resource inf.ormation (15%). Other areas included:
*Bdsic skills;
*How to behave with an adult in order to get co-operation
in your group and not to lose good attendance in your
classi
*Give them support .
..Four percent did not respond to this question.
as follows:
When teachers were asked to identify specific areas that should
be covered on a literacy teacher training course they responded
*What is literacy and nurneracy 16%
*starting a literacy group 19%
*Learning how to learn 14%
*Classroom interaction 16%
*Teaching methodology 17%
*Teaching practice 27%
*Other 0,69"
*Spoilt 2%
Teachers were of the opinion that the following areas within
theory, methodology and practical skill.sshould be covered:
(J
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THEORY
How a.dults learn
DefinitiQns of literacy and numeracy
Dealing with mixed ability groups
Links between literacy and poverty
Bantu education legacy
What is adult education
How beginners learn
r~arning more about illiterates
..'~ importance of teaching literacy
METHODOLOGY
Learner-centrel.'!approach
Different approaches
Mixed ability groups
Role play
Nurneracy teaching methods
Giving feedback
How to keep learners interested
Bible studies
How to use materials
PRACTICAL SKILLS
How to teach reading
How to teach numeracy
How to organise a literacy class
How to develop material
Handling different levels
Designing worksheets
How to teach speaking
Where learners must start and end with literacy
How to teach pronunciation
How to teach basic life skllls
How to be independent
Teaching reading with comprehension
How to use available resources & how to adapt them
OTHER
Presentation of lessons
designing tasks that people can use
Health education
Limitations of literacy
Instill confidence in learners to challenge issues
People should be directed and informed about places to
go after completing a particular standard
Extrinsically motivated
To let learners become aware of their progress
I
I
I
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Organisations rate practical skills as the highest priority (57%)
in a teacher training course, followed by theory (48%), general
information (39%), organisational development (39%), resource
informatiun (39%) and methodology (30%). Other responses
included:
*A combination of the. above with an initial course about
what is literacy and numeracYi
*Information on disability issues related to our project;
*Learn to be patient with learners and give them a
supportive environment in which to l!=arn.
Most of the above areas are already covered to some extend in the
current training course. This information confirms that most of
the areas covered in the present training course are still valid
and should be included in the new curriculum albeit in a
different form perhaps. The only two new areas which came up
were "linking literacy to poverty" and "how to handle different
mother tongue and levels". These are important areas and should
be included in the new curriculum. The request to include these
areas suggests that teachers are in search of a course that
provides more than just techni.ques on how to teach reading and
writing.
Intensive r~te:racy Teacher Training Course
Of the forty two teachers interviewed 37 (88%) said they ~ould
like to cornefor an ini:ensive teacher training courae , There was
a 12% (5) 5.. 'c)iltrate. The reasons teachers felt 'theywould like
to come for an intensive teacher training course vlere the
following:
*Gain more knowledge abGut literacy,
*To learn more skills;
c;;
o
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*To gain more experience;
neminder of new teaching methods;
)tTo update teachers in new teaching methods i
*Would be challenging - we would get certificates;
*Focus career on literacy path;
*Deal with various levels of literacy patnsi
*Need to be evaluated;
*To upgrade what I have learnt;
*Self-confidence;
*Learn about approaches to adult education;
*Identify needs of learners;
*To equip teachers;
*'ro do job well;
*To get t.oknow other teachers.
Although most of these ar-eas could be covered in a short,training
course like the one presently being run by TELL, it would be
im!_.)ossiblefor these issues to be dealt with in an adaquat;e
manner. Furthermore, developing self-confidence, a career path
in ABE, etc require extens ive training. Gaining more experience ,
updating teaching methods and so on are areas that could only be
dealt 'tvit.hover a longer period of time, ideally during
inset/support workshops.
Support
Teachers felt support should be provided in the following way:
*salaries, venues and transport;
*Refresher courses~
* Workshops;
*Inspectionjassessment of teachers;
*Provide materials
!kVisitsjgive feedback;
~;~Discussions;
'kTrainer assists teacher to train in order to assess
(efficiencyi
'*certificates;
*Test learners;
*Test teachers and give certificates;
*Telephone teachers trained;
*Form groups of 3 teachers to act as sounding boards for
eac'l:lother;
*Trainers to call up 3-4 teachers regularly
*Have intermediate and advanced courses
*Have critica:~ sessions of teaching i
*TELL teachers could visit a learning situ[tion and make
\
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c
rt~ommendations on improving/changing style/method etc of
teAchers.
Organisations felt the following support should be provided for
teachers after training
I
) \
t
~
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*Practical teaching skills;
*Theoretical issues on adult literacy;
*Materials for giving lessons;
*Liai6e with other teachers to see how they offer their
lessons;
*Networking of teachers about the prcjress and problems;
*Updating resource materialj
*Refresher courses;
*Educat~on workshopsi
~Career paths to uplift their standards;
~Monitoring Sessions;
*In-service training;
*Courses updating people for new ic.1,eas;
*Ar. information service;
*Sharing of ideas and resources;
*Constant supervision;
=Have a forum where they can discuss pr-obLeus they have in
the field;
*Plunning sessions;
*Vis.itsi
:~Honoraria; and
*More training and follov,1-up.
Most of the suggestions made by teachers and organisations
int.erviewed are by nn means n~w ones. The need for a creative
form of teacher support is vital for the success of any training
course. However it is often the problem of funding that makes
this crucial area a neglected one. From the list generated above
there is evidence that in addition to the usual technical/skills
type support as well as financial support, teachers seem to feel
isolated. Therefore :in addd tion to the regUlar support a
trnining ozqan Lsat.Lon should encour-aqeteachers to form their own
I
) support groups.
j~\
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Assessment Of Teachers
Thirty percent of the teachers interviewed felt they should be
assessed on practi~al application, 28%on assignments, and 23%
on a combination of tests, assignments and practical application.
l-1ost (67%-) organisations agreed that a combination of tests,
assi-gnments and p.ractical application would be a good form of
assessment. Seventeen percent were of the opinion that
assigmllents would be good while, another 17% felt practical
application \10uld be a better form of assessment.
There is general agreement at TELLin particular and the literacy
field in general that assessment is an i.mportant area and that
there is a need to shift away from the traditional forms of
assessment (tests) and develop ne,:!vcreative ways of making sure
that the objective of the learning exercise is achieved. This
feeling has also been expressed by the teachers themselves.
Thirty percent felt they should be assessed on practical
application, 28% on assignments, and 23%on a combination of
tests, assignments and practical applicRcion.
CONCLUSION
Once all the needs were assessed and anaJvsed a course outline
was drawn. The many change~ in the ABETfield resulted in the
development of two training courses. Below is an outline of the
course that was developed prior to the formalisation of the new
ABET framework and was based exclusively on the needs of the
various stakholders; identified in the research report.
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Following the course outline is the brochure which outlines the
course '¥lhich was finally piloted in February 1995. This course
was ';:alled the Adult Basic Educato:;:-Training programme and was
located within the new ABET framework. It was run in
collaboration with t~.yoother NLCaffiliates (Learn & Teach and
Operati.on Upgrade).
~)
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PILOT TEACHER TRAINING COUBSE
AIM
To develop an accredited teacher training course based on a
progressive methodolology which will produce flexible,
creative, self-sufficient, reliant and democratic teachers
who will be able to use a core curriculum - adapting it to
local needs.
OBJECTIVES
At the end of the course teachers should:
Have a clear understanding of literacy and numeracy.
Have an understanding of the core p~inciples of adult educ3tion.
Have an lmderstanding of how adults learn.
Know the processes involved in starting a literacy group.
Have the ability to carry out a needs analysis, understand these needs
and transform these needs into learning objectives.
Become well acquainted with developing a curriculum for learners.
Be competent in planning and carrying out the literacy activity.
Know how to test and assess learners.
Have the ability to evaluate teaching activities, programmes and
learners progress.
Have the ability to know where to find, how to use and adapt mate.>:ial.
Be well versed 'lI1iththe thl'l:!oryand pract.Lce involved in teaching
speaking.
Be well versed with the theory and practice involved in teaching
reading.
Be well versed with the theory and practice involved in
teaching writing.
Be well versed with the theory and practice involved in teaching
numeracy including:
learners numeracy problems;
teaching measuring;
going shopping;
percentages; and
place values.
Have a so~nd knowledge of the main principles involved in the theory and
practice of ESL.
Be well vez sed 'Ioliththe principles of using a learner-centred approach
to the tea~hin9 of adults.
To be competent in the va~ious teaching methods that would be applied on
the course.
Be comfortable in handling group dynamics and intervention strategies.
Be able to c~eate a supportive environment conduciv~ for learning and
the further dev~lopment of teachers ensuring that teachers become
independent and confLdent,
Possess the necessary skills to handle the varied situations that might
arise within the classroom.
Be a resource for learners.
Be creative in the use of visual aids.
Be able to design and develop work-sheets for learners use.
Have the following organisational development skills to enSure the
smooth running of an organisation/project:
fundraising skills;
conflict management;
I organise meetings;record meetings; etc.Have a desire to continually want to learn.
l
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MODULE ONE
INTRODUCTION TO ADULT EDUCATION
AIM OF MODULE
At the end of this mOdule participants will be able to describe
different approaches to literacy and numeracy and be able to list and
explain core principles of adult learning and education.
MODULE OBJECTIVES
By the end of this module participants wil! be able to:
* provide the different definitions of literacy and numeracy
and explain the theoretical basis for the differect
definitions;
* demonstrate an awarenes s of the important issues surrounding
litera~y and numeracy education by being able to argue their
personal perspectives convincingly;
* identify the main principles of adult education and apply
these pr~nciples in practice;
provide explanations of the different ways in which adults
loarn; and
* identify the principle!:.',of and use a learner-centred
approach to teaching adu~ts.
r===== MODULEnNO
~ DESIGNING AN EDUCATIONAL EVENT
AIM OF MODULE
At the end of this module participants will be able to plan, design,
present and evaluate a literacy activity.
1\t10DUlE OBJECTIVES
At the end of this module participants will be able to:
* list the st~ps involved in starting a. literacy group;
* carry out a needs analysis and transform these needs intolearning objectives;
construct a syllabus and thereafter ipdividual lesson plans
taking into account lea.".nersneeds;*
* plan and carry put literacy activities (in terms of
logist ,:.;r;\;
* tp~t and assess learners in order to ascertain where they're
at and how they're progr.essing;
* evaluate teaching activities, programmes and learnersprogress to determine progress; and
* identify where to find material, know how to adapt and ueeit.
\
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MODULE THREE
INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING READING, WRITING,
SPEAKING, NUMERACY AND ESL
AIM OF MODULE
At the end of thia module participants will identify the relevant
theories of reading, writing, numeracy and ESL to their practice as
adult literacy teachers.
MODULE OBJECTIVES
By the end of this module participants will be able to
* dem~nstrate an understanding of the theory and practice
invo'.ved in teaching speaking;
* demonstr.ate an understanding of the theory and practiceinvolved in teaching reading;
* demonstrate an understanding of the theory and practiceinvolved in teaching writing;
* demonstrate an understanding of the theory and practiceinvolved i~ teaching numeracy;
demonstrate an understanding of the main principles involved
in the theory and practice of ESL;
* identify how a second language is learnt; and
* compare the role of the first language in second language
acquisition.
MODULE FOUR
ADMINISTRATIVE AND FAC!UTATION SKILLS
AIM OF MODULE
At the end of this module participants will be able to demonstrate
competence in organisational administrative skills in order to ensure
the smooth running of an organisation/project or within a literacy
:::lase.
MODULE OBJECTIVES
At the end of this module participants will be able to
* do long term and short term planning;
* identify possible donors;
* write fundraising proposals;
* solve conflicts that might arise within the
project/programme;
* organise meeting; and
* record meetings
I!_ ~ '¥F
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The Pilot Adu't Basic Educator Trainin, Course
Adult bask education and training
. (ABET) has been identified as one of
the spedal presidential projects
ecause it is vital to the reconstruction and
evelopment of our cauntry. Only when edUcation and
teracy are securely rooted in the mass of our
opulaelon will it be possible to make a genuine
ransfonnation to democracy.
~
eern ondTeoch. Operation Upfrade ondTEU have combined their
ears of experience in literacy provision to offer an educator
'lI!ning cou~ to meet this challenge. These organisations are all
'.embers of the National Uteracy Co-cperanon,
Aims
"he course will test whether it is possible and appropriate to
rain educators to use a broad ABET programme. involving first
a.nguage literacy. English second language and numeracy.
irlentated towards development initiatives and democratic
larticipation.
:ducar.ors will be provided with the information and skills
reeded to teach according to the new outcomes-based
:urriculum framework. Through this they will be able to prepare
earners to sit for the Independent Examination Board's lewl 3
examination.
Why the pilot is unique
LA- It is the product of collaboration between three NGOs who
have combined years of experience and expertise in ABET
provision;
* it will be located in the new ABET curriculum framework:
,* it will link ABET to development;
,
1·_·--"'··
* it will equip educators to prepare learners to sit for formal
examinations;
* it will offer in-service training and support to educators in the
field;
T~>~~~~~;~~:~~~!t!~~~~OdI
of three years, divided into three phases.The pilot will be based on a I
modular programme with each module covering a combination of i
theory and practise.
Experience has shown that educator support is as important as initial
training. The pilot will therefore offer a strong support component
consisting ot in-service training and field support.
Who the pilot is
for:
Participants must:* it will provide the basis for eru:blishing professional careers for I
ABET educators. : * be fluent in an African language;
..
•
•
The first phase will consist of seven modules
fOCUSingon first lanilJigC literacy, English second
language. numeracy. project management. ABET
and development and educator development The
phase will be twelve weeks in duration induding a
three week break. At the end d the phase
educators will be equipped to take learners to
l£vd 2.
The second phase of the pilot will commence
in 1996.lt will consist of twO modules that equip
educators to prepare learners to write the IEB
Level 3 examination.
The pilot will be evaluated throughout its
duration. The focus of the third phase of the
pilot will be to conduct an impact evaluation,
* h<\ve3 minimum of 3 standard B cernficate or Its equrvalcnt,
* pass a maUlS and EnglIsh fluency test;
* be working in a community based orgarusanon
Dates for the pilot
Phase i Modules I and 2 13 February 1995 -
3 March 1995
Modules 3 and .. I] March 1995-
5 April 1995
Modules 5, 6 and 7 24Apnl 1995 -
5 May ;995
In-service training:
Dates to be confirmed on the course.
. -----------
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Phase One of the course consists of SEven modules which
will prepare educators to teach ABET levels' and 2.
Module One: Adult Education
o Conteo.xt of literacy/ABET in South Africa
aTheory and principles of adult education
a Imroduction to the outcomes-based curriculum framework
o Research related to AI3ET
Module Two: First Language Uteracy and
Methodology
I a Uteracy Methodology
CJ Syllabus .nd lesson planning
Ctt-bterials selectiOn and development
o Assessmem and evaluation
Module Three: Numeracy
o History of numeracy in South Africa
o Current trends in maths education
o Ethnomathematic~
a Content and methodology
o Materials and teaching aids
Module Four:E.nglishSecond Language
Methodology
I 0 englIsh Second Language methodology
o Sy!l3bus and lesson planning
oMUt!!nal$selection and development
a Assessment and evaluation
I Module Five:Educator Development
o Study methods
o lime management
a Learniflg how to learn
: Module Six: Project Management
, nABET prolect management
n Proiecr planning sod evaluation
Module Seven:ABET and Development
("J lntegrauon of ABET and development
n Income zrner auon
o Educat. •.m for democracy
...
.ha course prasenten:
TELL
Training in Engli~hungualC! .ncllit,,~acy Sf=!("2:)\ 0 0 !.f1
(TELL) is a non·profit m~ki"K or, ..nisation U(s ~
specialisin& ill literacy. numeracy and
En,tish Second LanlU~ teacher train in&-The primary function ofTELL
is to offer traini", courses and workshops on an on,oin, basis for anyone
who is interested in teaching literacy and nume;:-aeyto adultS.
lEARN and TEACH @
Learn and Teach e "lIteracy NGO specialisin!: f2t-.fh
in mother-tongue: trainmg Itwu one of ~
the lint NGOs to become involved InAdult &sic
Education (ABE). Learn & TeiQl has helped in
establishin!: many literacy NGOs inside and outside of South Africa. To
date more than 350 teachers have been trained. and groups are operating
in areas such as Bt:r&ersfort. Port Shepstone, the East Rand •• nd
Winterveld
OPERATION UPGRADE a
Operation Upgrade ~s established in 1966.
From the ~rt it has viewed spreading literacy as .
a way of giving more and more people the
means to participate in our economy.
zt'vernment, and social affairs. :.s well as to
achieve ,reiter penon..l development. More dun IJ 000 adult heraey
wtors have been trained across SA by Operation Upgrade.
'------,,---_ .. -.- _.-- ~- -----..-~~~-~-~~--------~------~~.
: To apply for registration or for more
i information contact:
I HZI GAGA
: Training in English Language and Literacy (TELL)
I 185Smit se..ect
I 6th FloorAuckland House
I Braamfontein
I Johannesburg
I 2011
: Tel:
I Fax:
I~--------~---~----~--------~
(0 I I) 401~2660 :
(011) 403-1424 I
I
~4.
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An adult basic educator
training course to pilot
the training of
educators within the
new ABET curriculum
framework.
A collaborative effort presented
by Learn and Teach, Operation
Upgrade and Training in English
language and Literacy (TELL).
I.fARH MD 1DCft
OPERAnDN UPGMD£
1I'--""@~)fJ [ ~
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
The previous chapter presented the broad findings of the research
and commented on some of the findings. This chapter will relate
the findings to the original research objectives. In other words
the finGings will. be discussed Ln relation to the following
research objectives:
To carry out a needs inventory for teaching literacy
teachers;
To translate a needs inventory illt.Oa curriculum for
literacy teachers;
To examine the partici.pative process involved in compiling
a needs inventory and in transl.ating it into a curriculum
for training literacy teachers.
The broad aim of this research was t.odevelop a curriculum for
tiletraining of literacy teachers, using a needs-based approach.
Although this brief has been carried out the context in which the
research was undertaken has changed considerably since the
inception of the research project. This new context, mentioned
briefly in chapters one and three, has had a profound influ~nce
on the content and process of the teacher training curriculum
developed in this research. This chapter will first discuss the
research findings in relation to the original research
o
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objectives. Thereafter the reader will be updated on new
developments in the field and the implications of these for the
curriculum designed in this research.
To oarry out a needs inventory for teaching literacy teachers.
lJ'heliterature review stressed the importance of needs assessment
as a foundation fOl: developing a training programme. It
identified a "need" as a gap between what is and what should be
or a gap between current circumstances and more desirable
o:ircumstances. The purpose of carrying out a needs inventory for
literacy teachers at TELL was to establish what the "more
desirable circumstances" would be, and, at. the same time, to
suggest ways of reaching the "more desirable circumstances".
Training p~ograms are usually designed to assist people to
learn to live better lives and adapt tc changing
circumstances and environments. Therefore the success of
any program can be largely contingent upon the program
being structured in line with the needs of the targE~tgroup
and the ability of the professionals to discriminately
identify and define what people want, what they think they
need, and what they actually do need. (Reddy, 1988:2)
As Reddy (1988) and other adult education thaorists point out,
the first questions to be asked in carrying out a needs inventory
are, "whose needs should be addressed? II "Should needs focus only
on the immediate stakeholders (teacher and learners) or should
a wider stakeholder list be entertained?1I
Because of the emphasis placed on inclusiveness and pa"t't:.icipation
by adult educators in local, regional, national and international
settings, a curriculum committee was formed in order to make the
process of developing a teaching training course as inclusive as
I)"
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possible. The burden of deciding who should be included as a
stakeholder thus became a group decision. After a series of
meetings the committee identified the followi'1gstakeholders:
trained teachers;
Antrained teacher;
organisations; and
learners.
Questionnaires were developed during a series of meetings and
eventually intervieVlswere conducted by members of the curriculum
committee. These questionnaire>were targeted at organisations
involved in literacy provisioli, literacy teachers trained by
TELL, and learners. A total of 23 organisations, 42 teachers and
56 learners were interviewed. Learners· questionnaires attempted
to establi~i;hwhat problems learners encountered because of not
being ablf;"to read and write and how this motivated them to
attend literacy classes. The questionnaires also explored what
Li,teracy classes currently provide for learners, and how this
oou ld be improved to meet the needs of the learners.
Questionnaires for teachers and organisations focused on
establishing a profile of both the teachers and orgal.isations.
This enquiry established the needs of both these stakeholders by
looking at current training and support and comparing them to
recommendations for what future training should look like.
The process of carrying out a needs inventory was a time
consuming but nevertheless informative one. Teachers I needs were
categorised into t.womain areas, one dealing with improvement and
'.'
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upgrading of their skills and thB other with recognition of and
remuneration for their work.
Although manyof the specific skills and content areas identified
in the needs inventory were known to TEL·Lstaff I the inventory
highlighted three areas of concern which effectively pointed the
teacher training curriculum in a new direction:
1. Learners' needs tended to focus around getting mor-e
direction in their learning with a sense of "going
somewhere".
2. Learners emphasised a need for a more professional
approach to teaching, using trained teachers.
3 . Organisations' needs also .:::entred around the demand
for mor~ professional and competent teachers.
Most members of TELL's staff were in agreement with t1;e ci1.anges
suggested by the needs inventory_ They also felt that a new
training ( urse should address the issue of' professionalising the
teaching of literacy and that the training course should link up
to the new framework. Furthermore the various opt..;;.nns for
accreditation should be seriously considered.
The literature review identified twomodels for teacher training
- one put forward by Boshier (1985) and the other hy Ouane,
Armengol and Sharma (1990). Both these mode1s stress the
importance of training with Bos:der's (1985) model emphasising
\.
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the importa~ce of roles functions of adult educators.
Boshier's (1985) model further identifies the outcomes wanted,
the rc..leoccupied and 'IIlhetherteaching is a primary or secor.~ary
concern. It was found that all three aspects ~"'ereimportant when
trying to devE:'lopa curriculum for training literacy teachers.
For a long t.Lme literacy and literacy teachers in particular have
existed on the fringes of the education arena. There is a strong
feeling that this needs to be changed and that literacy teaching
should become a primary concern f.ort.hoseinvolved and should no
longer be a casueL f voluntary activity. Furthermore literacy
teachers want to be recognised as people who have an important
role to playas educators but also as administrators I fund
raisers and project co-ordinators. There is overwhelming support
for literacy teachers to be recognised aB educators and for the
importance of their work to be acknowledged.
Quane et al (1990) are particula~ly concerned with educational
process. They believe t1'aining should be related tc the role and
function of personnel and should be focus~d on the attainment of
objec~ives and goals of the programme. Training should
concentrate on the development of sk~lls as we~l as lead to
changes in att.itude and behaviour and should also foster personal
creativity, continuous growth and self-directed learning.
The curriculum committee as well as members of TELL staff had to
think clearly about what the outcome of the training should bel
whether the training would be aimed at people who would make
0,.
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literacy their primary or secondary funotion and whether people
trained would be expected to fulfil other functions within their
organisations. Furthermore decisions had to be made on what the
overall aim of the training wouIc ''l~.
Once needs were identified they had to be assessed. 'I'his
asses~ment would have to ensure that the training programme be
relevant ..
A critical analysis of the needs identified and a
compilation of these in meaningful r;ategories helps to
focus at.t.errt Ion on relevant issues. The needs assessment
attempts to clarify :
-what, the critiCal factors are in relation to the
needs
-whether and how these factors can be controlled in
the training sit.uation and how the needs can be
re~lated to th(1 characteristics and background of the
traim'aes
-tiow these lJ'I.iYassist or impede the effectiveness of
training. (ouane et al, 199): 50)
To translate a needs inv~mtory ;i,nto a curriculum for: literacy
teachers.
Once the needs were assessed they had to be transformed into a
ouz-racuLum, The curriculu.' committee subscribed to some general
goals which had to be related to the purpose of the organisati.on.
This to some extent ran ccntn-a-' i. '~tory to the participatory nature
of the research as the purpes -..If tva organisation is a given and
the curriculum committee wO' i have to work around that given.
The contradiction in this case i~ that the purpose and goals of
the organisation would form the boundary within which the
curriculum committee would have to work and in this way create
'II
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certain limitations.
This curriculum had to pay special attention to the learners I
need for a more professional approach to teaching with trained
teach :s as well as an organisational desire for a professional
and competent teacher. Taking these factors into account it was
decided that the training should promote social change through
critical awareness followed by technical competence concerned
with acquiring skills. Furthermore the course should promote
literacy teaching as a primary rather than a secondary function
of teachers" The overall aim or the curriculum would be to:
Develop a teacher training course based on a progressive
methodology which will produce flexible, creative, self-
sufficient, reliant and democratic teachers who will be
able to use a core curriculum - adapting it to local needs.
(see the outline of the course in chaptier four)
In translating the needs into a curriculum some important
decisions needed to be made. Questions arose about whether TELL
should be making these decisions or the curri~ulum committee as
part of the participatory process o~ designing the curriculum.
It was decided that the cur-rLcutuc ~olUmitteewould first meet and
make recommendations, and therea.fb",rthe .researcher would hold
a similar workshop with TELL staff. The final outcome would have
to satisfy beth groups.
-;) t,
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To examine the participatory process involved in compiling a
needs inventory and in translating it into a curriculum for
training teachers.
\1
The most challenging aspect of the research was the use of the
participatory methodology. It is a widely held belief that
participatory research is an approach which challenges social
inequality and works to eliminate exploitation. Furthermore it
purports to plays a liberating approach in the learning process
by promoting a critical understanding of social problems, their
causes and possibilities to overcome them. It challenges the vlay
l(nowledge has been produced by convent ional social science
methods and how this knowLedqe has been disseminated. An
important aspect of parti.::ipatoryresearch is that it is an
integrated activity that combi.neasocial investigation, education
and action.
In order to ensure that the development of the curriculum was
carried out through a participatQry process a curriculum
committee was formed at a TELL Teachers Forum meeting. It was
the intention that the process of developing a curriculum would
start from the members of the curriculum committee's concrete
exp:;rie~lCeand move on to .include a theoretical analysis which
;~oulcleventually inform action for change.
('
The process of developing a curriculum for literacy teachers
using the participatory process was not without problems. One
of the main problems was that the curriculum committee saw no
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visible or concrete benefit to themselves of their engagement in
the project. Although it could be argued that the whole process
was a learning exercise, there were some members of the committee
who did not understand how this could benefit them. serious
pr-obLems arose out of this situation, one of which was the
question of' account.eb i.Ldty and manipulation.
(I
As committee
members did not feel they 00uld directly benefit from
participating in this r! search they tended to be very casual
about their participation and in this way left space for
mani.pu Lat.Lon by t.he researcher and to some ex..ent; the
organisation. It became very tempting to impose an
organisational position on, for example, whether the cou.rse
should become materials bound or not, or whether the training
model should be one that the organisation (TELL) felt they would
work or, one that teachel:s claim to prefer. This problem might
not have arisen had the selection 0:1: the committee been c'-lrried
out in a more r igoro\.Ls manner. Often committee members felt
unable t.:>make informed decisions on various issues for example,
how to link theory to practise especially in relation to language
teachil:1g, the teaching of mathematical concepts in English or the
mother tongue, clearly understanding assessment and evaluation
issues. A way to overcome this Lasue woul.d have been to include
lIexperts" and others on the committee identified by TELL. This
'type of exposure would have been mutually beneficial to both the
tt~achers as well as the "experts".
In addition to the above the researcher was under pressure from
donor-s who funded t.he research. The use of the participatory
/)
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methodology is time consuming. Funders are often not concerned
about the inclusive process of the research but are impatient to
see the end prcduct, in this case a literacy teacher training
curriculum. 'rhe important aspect for the funder~ in this
exercise was the product and not the process.
Another problem encountered by the curriculum committee was their
lack of research sk1lls. It is not easy to transfer technical
expertise or analytical skills to all involved and the degree to
which the participatory research process is controlled by the
particfpsHts is often dependent on how successfully these skills
are transferred to them. Although a few workshops were held to
train participants to conduct interviews these were by no means
the curriculum committee. This however was not viewed Ly the
o
adequate and even, to some extent, disempowered the members of
researcher and the curriculum committee as a major problem
because the whale process of establishinSf needs and conducting
the research was viewed by the curriculum committee as a learning
exeroise. Occasionally the people interviewed did not share this
view and on some occasions complained to the researcher that the
interviews were not conducted in a very professiondl manner.
A fourth factor that considerably affected the progress of the
research was that most members of 'the curriculum committee were
not 'Vlellversed in the wider implications of training. This was
especially true in relation to external educational and political
factors t.o which teachers had limited access and also because
their main involvement in literacy was primarily with the
o113
technical aspects of teaching. This became a significant
Shortcoming especially in light of the new political and policy
developments within the country especially in relation to the new
framework and the move 'towards outcomes-based framework. Most
of the important decisions were made by membersof TELLstaff and
not members of the curriculum committee. This problem again
relates to committee members not being selected in a rigorous
manner.
An important aspect of participatory research is that it is an
integrated activity that combines social .investigf'tion, educat.Lor
and action. It seems that members of the curriculum committee
partiC"'lpated in the social i.nvestigation but were perhaps not
given the opportunity to fully engage in the education and action
aspects of participatory research. In o+har words members of the
curriculum committee interviewed the va:cious stakeholders t sifted
through the informat:ion and helped categorise dat.a , However
translating the needs into a curriculum became a problem for most
members of the curriculum committee.
Although the pr obIena highlighted above may give the impression
that the participatory research met.hodoLoqy was highly
problematic, especially in rel;.ttion t.o the formation of the
curriculum committee, it was not always so. :r.1any01 the problems
discussed above were not problems related to the participatory
research methodology itself f but rather with the incorrect
implementation of the methodology resulting from time pressure.
In hindsight using the participating research methodology to
, "\
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develop a curriculum may not have been the best choice. Although
the method promotes cohesion, consensus, acceptance and
encourages transparency and sharing of resources and skills, 'it
is not nimble, flexible and actionable. Above all it is a time
consuming process.
Th.e process of developing this curriculum us i.r.. t e participatory
research methodology was a time consuming one. During the time,
apprQximately twenty seven months it took to carry out this
Ii
research many changes occurred within the field of ABEin south
Africa. These changes and how they affected the development of
var:Lous other countries. A competency or outcomes-based
Q.
the cuez-Lcutnm will now be discussed.
In 1990 COSATU embarked on a Participatory Research project (PRP)
to look into formu:Lating a rlew adult education system for South
Africa. CO$.ATU is PRP involved stakeholders fl."om selected
intl~rest groups tll'ho investigated systems that were in use in
frame't-lOrkwas proposed, based on Australian and British models.
The COSA'I'U (PRP) recommended that education and training be
combi.ned into a single system with a single qUalifications
structure, hence ABE became ABET (AduLt; Basic Education and
Training) •
Eighteen months prior to souc! Af:d ",;t,1 s first democra'tic
elections in 1994 the Centre for Education Policy Development
(CEPD) was set up to advance the vlork of the COSATU PRP and to
plan a new education and training syst~ . for South Africa. At
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the same time a pari::l.llel process was taking place within the
Nationa~ Training Board (NTB), a statutory body representing the
interests of empIoyer-s and organised La'xour . Th1aNTBpresented
a similar ABETmodel to the one presented by the COSATUPRP. 'rhe
models proposed by both the NTBand the COSATUP!i{P have been very
influential in the process of determining state. education poLi cy ,
It is envisaged that the South African Qualif;~cations Authority
(SA.Q.~)\I!ould be responsible to the National Qualifications
Framew'ork (NQF)for monitoring and regulating all qualifications
in South l~frica and this would include ABETqu,alif .1Lcations. The
Independent Examination Board (IEB) would administer the
exan.i.na+Lone for adult learners.
A General EdUcation C>?rtificate {GEC)which wouLd be equivalent
to the formal school leaving certificate while the Further
EdUcation Certificate (FEC) would be issued to H~arners who
qualifie,d for study at tertiary level by oompl.et.Lnq t.wo more
years of aecondarv education. 'l'his new" system emphasizes
vertical and horizontal movement between and v.ri thin the formal
\
'.
and non-formal systems.
This new ABETsystem is not without its problems. One of the
most important features of the policy 't'Jhich affects TELL is that
the new syat.em will require highly skilled educators I forcing the
field to become more professional. For educators to deliver
w Lthin the new system they would require as much training as
teachers within th,e formal system. This would also mean that
\
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they would need to be remunerated in a similar way. With the
state giving a very low priority to ABET both issues are unlikely
to be addressed in the near future.
At the time of writing, in mid 1995, the above are
recommendations and not official policy though it is unlikely
that much will change. Already organisations involved in ABET
are developing work within this new context.
These new developments have changed the literacy field in south
Africa and this has meant that any work in progress needed to
tC'lkethese changes into account. It was in the light of these
changes that TELL decided all the process-of developing t.henew
training course (participatory process) as well as the proposed
ccrrcent;of the course needed to be reviewed and possibly changed.
The new outcomes-based curriculum framework has not been easy to
comprehend and it is not difficult to see why members of the
curriculum committee found it difficult to engage critically with
.~
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the new framework. Often TELL staff members had difficulty in
trying to fully comprehend the changes and it has been through
intense debates within the organisation and with other
organisations that staff members feel more informed and
comfortable with the new concepts. These difficulties as well
as the time constraints made it impossible to continue using the
curriculum committee to work on the development of the teacher
I
,,,JJ
training course. In other words the process of developing the
course had to change. FroTtlhere on the TELL staff played a major I
Ii'''!'..
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role in the development of the course.
While the curricular outcomes and examinations for learners weze
developed there was very little to go on as far as the
~equirements for training teachers or the educators wer.e
concerned. In other words there was very little being done to
prepare educators who would have to take the learners through
this system. Encouraginly the professional ising aim of the TELL
curriculum was compatible with that of the ABET proposals. From
this it was evident that the research could still prove valuable
in helping design a tra'aing course for educators.
In terms of content the new framework meant that people would
have to be taught to reach standardised periormance outcomes for
different ABET levels. It was no longer important hovr and what
they were taught as long as the outcomes are achieved. For
educators this meant a need to understand the competencies and
outcomes very well. They would have to decide how to prepare
their learners to best achieve these competencies in a way that
was most relevant to their situation.
TELL in consultation with other literacy NGGs proceeded to re-re-
design the educators course in light of all these changes and
piloted the Adult Basic Educator Training Programme in
collabortion with other NIJC organisations. This pilot
high1 ighted amongst other issues two very Important ones name Iy ,
that a short 5 or 10 day training course cannot adequately
address the needs of teachers and secondly that organisations
, ' \\
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within the NLC can work together to produce something wor+hwh i Le.
CONCLUSION
A needs based approach to developing a literacy teacher training
curriculum using a pCf~'ticipatoryresearch approach has proved
inventory identified aome new directions I but mostly served to
informative but laborious especially within the current fUnding
crisis affecting most literacy NGOs in South Africa. The needs
confirm informed opinions of staff member~ about learners needs,
teachers' needs as well as literacy organisations' needs.
Furthermore the fluid ABET policy situation in this country
identified new needs which CQuld not be dealt with efficiently
by using the participatory research methodology, especially in
research methodology. In other words policy developments
relation to time constraints.
The process initially placed too much emphasis on being
inclusive, sometimes at the expense of gaining critical
information. This changed three quarter way through the
research, and meant going against the grain of the participatory
challenged a somewhat blind and naive faith in the process.
using the participatory research methodology on a large scale is
a luxury which the adult education field can scarcely afford.
with funding becoming more and more difficult to secure, research
which demands a long gestation period is not feasible. Although
participatory research ha.smany positive aspects and has a space
in appropriate local contexts, its transformative dimension may
I)
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be exaggerated.
The needs assessment process howevar I did generate ideas and
interest in curriculum de.ve1opment and certainly assisted in the
design and re-design process.
The years of experience members of the curr.iculumcommittee have,
has been an important strength in the development of a curriculum
for the training of literacy teachers. Alt~()llcrh problems were
experienced during the process of deve.Lopi.nq_he curriculum there
were members of the committee who that felt it was a worthwhile
experience for them from Which they learnt a "little bit" and
perhaps the only opportunity they would be given to do some
"research!!. Furthermore the enthusiasm with which some members
of t~e committee tackled the research was encouraging and in
itself worthwhile.
The process of developing the course however flawed, did result
in the production of a curriculum for teach8r training whic!.
currently in use at TELL.
\. o
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APPENDIX 1
GENERIC COMPrtENICIES FORTHE
NE''''' ABET FRAMEWORK- .
eom~t(lne)' • Ro ...~..~'-eom.,.tency 1 Thinking ~bcut.nod using leatnlf'lg Cribl and renectJvt
processu and strategits leamer
Competent)' 2 Solving problems and 17'.i1ting Creltiv. problem-solver
decisJonI
Competency 3 Plannit\g, organising and C~t.nt ~an~r Ind
evaluating activities organiJlv
Competency • Working with others as a member Coftaborafivt wor1c.er
of II teamlgrouplofg.lcommunity
Competency S C~lIecting, anatysing, organising Critical infonnatJon user
and Clitieally evaluating IntOl1'Nltion
Competency ~ CommuY1ic.ftting ideas lind Err~ communieltor
infom~iion
NOTE: Comp~tency 6 indudes acquiring the 'angUlO' sJrjfls 10 support the
aCQUISItIOn of aU the other compe1enciesJOU1C(lm.1
Competencies/outcomes 7·10 desCJibe the rang! of knowledge tNt !earners need
., ord~r to fuffil tI'les.fol.s. ThISIS sumrNnUd by tn. tlb&t bf-JOw"
'~
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ComP.ti"'-J . Ant!!d~~
7 P Irticipating in dvR so:i.ty &nd • S)'Items (~. econornie.
democratic PfOCOSSfl through .. ~. poitir.al).
und't'Su:r,1ding andqagng wffh I • how to ICt'HS and
range of jnttriodting systems (legal, partidpa1. in these systems
economic. pofitictl. socilf) -
I Umg lCience a>M tech~ critie.aly ~ • ~tffic 11'1 ~tCal
to enhance controf over tnt !k.~. FI(OUSHS and
environmem in I I1Ingt of fields and ~
contexts • how to apply ~s knooMedgt
in cfdftrtnt ~exts---, Applying mathematical coocepts and • mathematical kn'1'~.
tools proc1tutS and prt.'Qdures
• how U> IPP'Y IUkJ~
in diffmnt C«ttem
10 Understanding and using the core • social .nd hum)n scleras,
skills. concepts and proceduru that natural sciences, Irts,
undertoe the domains of social and !anouage .nd literature, ,,~__,.
C-(~ fbf £dv.at!\~~~~ -
APPEN[)IX 2
QUESTIONNAIRES
, "
Questionnaire (organisations)
1. Name of Irganisation:
3. Tel No:
2. Address:
4. How would your organisation tend to define literacy?
o Traditional literacy (ability to read and .v:cite)
o Functional literacy (ability to read, write an use language
so that one can cope with daily life in society. Also
includeB numerical skills)o Progressive literacy (ability to read, write and use language
and numbers so that one can cope with daily life, and the
ability to question and challenge society and work for chan.ge)
o Other (please p-xp1ain)
* 5. Would your organisation consider starting a literacy
progri.lmme?
DYes
o Nc,
If no, why?
* 6. If your organisation tvereto start a literacy programme who
would you choose to be your teachers? teachers?
o Unemployed peopleo Qualified teacherso Unemployed matriculantso People that are currently working for your organisationo other (please specify)
.,..4J
7. Who should TELL ta,rget to train on our literacy teacher
training programme?
o Unemployed people
_.1i
I,
o Qualified teachers
o PeoplEl belonging to community organisationso Unemployed matriculants
o other (please specify)
8. What are the arE!?S that should be cover-ed on a literacy
teacher trainlng course?o Practi~al skills (how to teach reading, how to develop
materials, information on materials and curriculum etc.)
o Theory (how adult.s learn, what is literacy/numeracy, what is
adult education etc.)
o General infor lat7J.on(socia, political and economic information
ega AIDS, voter education, our history, what is a democracy,
what is capitalism, what is socialism etc.)
o Methodology (methods, eg. what is a learner-centred approach
etc. )
o \ 'ga.nisa.tional devel.opment (how to run your groups I how to
call up and have a meeting I taking minutes, how t.o fund raise
etc. )
o :Resource in:fol:'mation (give learners information 011 where to
continue their studies, where to get legal aid, bursaries
etc. )o Other (please specify)
----------
9'. What minimumlevel of education is needed to hsecornea literacy
teach,er? (c1"')ose one)
o Below std 8
o Std 8o Ma.trico Post Matrico Other (please explain)
10. Whenwould training hE~ most convenient for your organisation?o One full weekend every month?
o Week long sessions 4 err 5 times a year?o Once a week for 3 to 4 hours throughout the year?
o Other suggestions? _
11. Should training be done during office hours or after hours?
o Office hours
o After hours
(I
* 12. Would you be able to employ full time literacy teachers?
DYeso No
13. What kind of support should be provided for teacher.s after
training?
14. Who should provide this support?
o 'I'ELI
o Your ('!:g"l~lisation
o Other (please specify)
----------------------.
15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
~"1
\
\
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Name of interviewer: ----------------------------------------------
commento from the interviewer:
1. Name:
Questionnaire (Learners)
3. Age:
0 Below 20 years
0 20 - 25 years
0 26 - 30 years
0 31 - 35 years
0 30 - 40 years
0 41 - 45 year.s
0 46 = 50 years
0 Over 50 years
4. Home Language:
0 N. Sotho
~ 0 s. Sotho
0 Zulu
0 Tswana
0 Xhosa
0 Tsonga
0 Afrikaans
0 English
0 Other (please specify) :
5. Can you r.ead and write in your mother tongue?
0 Yes
0 No
2. Learning Centre: _
o Male d o Female 9
6. How many years of formal education have you received?
o No formal education
o Less than 3 years
o 3 - 5 years
o More than 5 years
7. Are you employed?
DYes
o No
8. If employed what wor-kdo you do? ----------------~------
9. How would you define literacy?o As the ability to read and write.
o As the ability to read, write, use language and numbers so
that you can co~e with your daily life in society.
C-.
o As the ability to read, write, use language and numbers so
that you can cope with daily life, question and challenge
society and work for change.D Other (please explain)
10. How long have you been attending a literacy class?
D Less than 1 year
o 1 yearo 2 years
o :3 years
o 4 yearso 5 yearso More than 5 years
11.Why are you attending a literacy class?o So that you can learn to read and write.o So that you can learn to read, write, use language and numbers
to enable you to cope with your daily life in society.
o So that you can learn to read, write, use language and numbers
to enable you to cope with daily life, question and challenge
society and work for change.
D Other reasons (please specify) _. . _
12. What would you like to learn about in your literacy classes
and li!hy?
13. Can you give examples of Where you need to use English (eg
at work, at the bank, at the doctor etc)?
..~
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14. What problems do you have because you don't know English and
numeracy?
o Can't get information
o Can't understand instructions
o Have communication problems at the workplace
o Can't read and understand signs
oo Can't interact with people who only speak English
o Need interpreters
o Have problems finding jobso Can't read medical prescriptions
o Too dependant on others ego banking, filling in forms etc.
o Can't get a promotion at job
o Other (please specify)
15. How would attending a literacy class improve your life?
o To get a better job?
o To help your children wi,,"'"their school work?
o To be more independent?o Other reasons (please specify)
15. Do you think the literacy class is Iheetingyour needs?
DYeso No
Explain
18. What can TEI,L do to help wit~hthese problems?
17. What sort of problems do you have in your literacy class?o Irregular attendance of teacher
o Making no progress
o ~u books or material
o No tests
o No set syllab1.\~g
o Syllabus does not relate to your needs
o Teacher doesn It speak your first J anguage
o No certificates are issued
o No follow up after literacy classes
o No problems
o Other (please specify)
.-------------,- -----
t
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19. Would you prefer the teacher to use a course and a set of
boaks or would you prefer the teacher to prepare his/her own
lessons after consulting with you?o Follow a course or books
o Prepare own lessons after consulting with you
Why?
20. Could you explain in a few word.:;whac type of teacher you
would IH~e?
21. Do you think liter~cy teachers should be trained?
DYes
o NoWhy? ___
22. What should TELL include in its teacher training course to
ensure tha.tyou have better teachers? Please give your ideas and
suggestions.
23. Can you br is:·.flydescribe what you would like to achieve in
your literacy c1ass other than learning to read, write and speak
English?
24. Please feel free to make any other comments that you think
would help TELL in its work
QQQQQGQQ
Name of interviewer:
comments fr~m the interviewer:
.Questionnaire (trained teachers)
1. Name: ___
2. Address: ----------~----------------------------
3. Tel No: ------
4. How many years of formal education did you receive?
o 3 - 5 years
o 5 - 8 : aar s
o 8 - 12 yearso More than 12 years
5. Have you had any training to teach literacy?
DYes
o No
If yes, by whom and when? --------------------.----------
6. Are you t~aching?o Yef,,;o No
If no, why?
7. Are you:o Paid to teacho A volunteer teacher
If you are a volunteer teacher how uo you feel about it?
8. Do you think the training you have received thus far has
equipped you to teach effectively?
DYeso No
o Unsure
Plea.se explain
9. What do you understand by literacy?
10. What would you like to achieve in a training course?o To develop own self confidence
o To teach cr~tical thought
o To acquire teaching skills
o To learn about approaches to aduLt;education
o To learn about appropriate materials and sources
o To learn about the definitions of literacy
o To learn how to identify needs of learners
o To acquire general knowledgeo To become professional in lit~racy teachingo Other (please specify)
11. What should we teach in literacy classes?o Traditional literacy (ability to read and write)
o Functional literacy (ability to read; wr i c-; and use language
so that one can cope with daily lifG in society. Also
includes numerical skills)o Progressive literacy (ability to read, write and use language
and numbers so that one can cope with daily life, and the
ability to question and challenge society and wor'kfor change)
o Other (pl~as~ explain)
I \
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12. Who are/were your learners?o Domestic workerso Farm labourers
o Factory workers
o Unemployed
o other
13. What sort of problems do your learners have?o Not enough time to attend classes
o Transport
o }loneyo Pressure from spouse
o Pressure from employer
D Not literate in M.T.
DReading
o Speaking
D Writingo No progresso Healtho Other (please specify)
1.4.What car we equip teachers with in our training to help them
address these and other problems?o practical skills (how to teach reading, how to develop
materials, information on materials and c~rriculum etc.)
o Theox'y (how adults learn, what is literacy/numeracy, what is
adult education etc.)
o GeneraLl information (eocIc., political and economic information
eg. AIDS, voter educat.Lon , our history, what is a democracy,
what is capitalism, what is socialism etc.)
o Methodology (methods, what is a learner-centred approach etc. )
o organisational development (how to run your qroup.s,how to
call up and have a meet:ing, taking minutes, how to fUIldraise
etc. )o Resource information (give learners information on where to
continue their studies! where to get legal aid, bursaries
etc. )o other (please specify)
1.5.Could you list some of the problems you encounter in teaching
literacy?o Irregular attendance
o Learner drop outso Venueo Lack of appropri.ate materials
j)
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o Not knowing how to use materials in class
o Not enough time to prepare lessons
o How to handle mixed ability groups
o Learners not literate in M.T. but want to learn English
o Your own lack of confidence to teach
o No curriculum to follow with your learners
o Inability to develop a curriculum related to learners needs
o Where to start after the training
o other (please specify)
16. Should TELL develop a curriculum or syllabus for Leaz-ner-s
that teachers can follow?
DYes
o No
Why?
17. Could you identify specific areas that should be covered on
a literacy teacher tradning course?
o What is literacy and numeracy (definitions, statistic,
prohl ems)
o startinq a literacy group (needs assessment, assessing
learners, practicalities)o Learnin9 how to lea.rn (theories of AE, setting learning
objectives lesson, syllabus and curriculum planning)
o Classro()m interaction (group dynamic, giving and receiving
feedbacJt)
o T0achillg methodology (how to teach numeracy, reading, etc)
o Teaching practice (integrating literacy ~nd numeracy, dealing
with mixed ability groups, developing teaching materials)
o other (please specify)
18. What kind of follow-up support should be provided for
teachers after they have attended a teacher training course?
20. Do you have any suggestions on what we should include in the
following areas?
Tbeory (eg how adult learn, definitions of literacy numeracy
etc):
190 Who should provide this support?
o TELL
o The organisation you work foro other (please explain)
Methodology (methou;:5
a p pro a c h
eg learner centred approach I top down
to teaching etc)
PX'actical skills (eg how to teach reading I how to teach numeracy I
how to fund raise, how to organise a meeting etc):
other areas;
21. Would you like to come for an intensive literacy teacher
training course that would be run over the course of the year?
DYeso No
Why?
2:2. When would training be most convenient for you?
o One full weekend every month (Saturday & Sunday)?
o Week long sessions four or five times a year (eg 1st week in
February, 2nd week in April, 3rd week in June etc)?o Once a week for four hours throughout the year?o other suggestions?
.~.
23. What is the minimum level of education needed to become a
literacy teacher? ~hoose one}o Below std a
o std 8
o Matric
o Post Matrico other (please explain)
24. How should teachers be assessed before, during and after the
training?o Tests
o Assignments
o Practical applicationo Combination of aboveo Other (please specify) _
25. Could you describe an ideal literacy teacher?
~
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26. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
QQQQQQQQQ
Name of interviewer ----~----~-........ ,---~------
comments from the interviewer:
--------------~-------------------------------------------------
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WHAT ARE
OUTCOMES/COMPETENCIES?
APPENDIX 38
A competency is:
* "The ability to apply a skill to perform a task"
"A theoretical understanding of the task"
IfThe ability to transfer knowledge, skills and
understanding to other tasks and situations"
(Christie. 1993)
An outcome (performance outcome) is:
* If ••• what a learner can do with the knowledge or skills
s/he has learnt. Performance outcomes can be assessed
(measured) through a task that requires learners to come
up with a product (e.g, filling in a timetable, writing a
report, doing a mathematical calculation, making a
speech etc.)"
(IEB, 1995)
* In other words, an outcome measures the attainment of a
competency at a certain level
Copyright: TELL 1995
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THE DIFFERENCE. BETWEEN
OUTCOMES/COMPETENCIES AND
OBJECTIVES
* An objective is a specific skill at a specific level
* An objective is usually measured by performing a
standardised test that demonstrates the newly-acquired
skill
* A competency is the capacity to do something-- ..It
includes a number of different skills, and it can be
measured at a number of different levels
* Competencies are measured through outcomes by
applying skills and knowledge to the solving of problems
* Competencies can be generic (i.e. apply to the overall
ABET system), or specific (i.e. apply to a particular
course or subject area within the system).
Copyright: TELL 1995
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THE NEW ABET FRAMEWORK
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t Std 7 GENERAL EDUCATION CERTIFICATE (GEe)
ABET 4
~Std5 :-
ABET 3
SCHOOL f--+- Std 3 ;.
SYSTEM
ABET 2
~tStd1""""
ABET 1
This is the
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children
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